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Wedding Anniversary

Upholds The

50th Anniversary at Franken-burgHome Aug. 27th.
It is a rare occasion that a married couple lives to celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary. And
seldom does an anniversary of this
kind take place in New Mexico;
not that the people do not live to a
ripe old age in this healtligiving
climate, but by reason of the lact
that fifty years ago white folks had
not yet penetrated the wilds of the
territory to any great extent.
The blazing of a trail. to this
great inland empire with all its
great hidden treasure in the crest
of the moutain, was then the vital
question to be decided. Those are
times that have gone down in history that plays so important a role
in the present age.
it will
On August twentv-sevehave been fifty years since Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Cormany of Fort
Scott, Kas., parents of Mrs. H. G.
Frankenburger of this city, were
married at the altar of sacfifice,
and the occasion is to be fittingly
observed on that day at the Frank
enbvrger home, in the midst of all
,tbe mfembers cl the family, three
daughters and one son, hesides
a brother Dr. Cormanv and wife
of Mt. Carroll, III., to be present.
The scene will be a heautiiul one
and nothing will be left undone to
entertain the 18 guests who are arriving each day f.om all parts ol
tiicountry to participate in this
golden anniversary.
Through all these fifty years the
at" t! couple has stood side by side,
sharing their tiials and tribulations until now.whcn silver threads
are among the gold, the wrinkle:,
of time have li ft their impression,
and the bonds of mutual love have
entwined the two hearts, which is

Speaks On

n

eternal.
Theirs has been a struggle from
the bottom and now that their boys
and girls have congregated around
tbem they are rich with sublime
happiness and love.

Schools To
Open 7th Of

September
thiee months
After a vacation
the Cimarron Public Schools will
on Monday, September 7, to complete the school year. A force of
five teachers has leen engaged ft r
(In next term to teach the curriculum as specified by the state board
Miss Stella Kiktr
of education.
was appointed principal by the
school board, who will instruct
the classes in the four year high
school course.
The other teachers are; Miss
Vesta Kiker, Bessie Lodge, Bessie
Tipton and Miss Turner of E'town
Kit of whom are fully capable of
giving utmost satisfaction both to
to the scholars and their oareots.
The 01 3 school census credited
of

1

Heads Demo
State Ticket
The state democratic convention
at Albuquerque on Monday, nominated Harvey B. Fergusson as a
candidate to succeed himself as
congressman from New Mexico,
and named Adolph P. Hill ol San
ta Fe, to make the race for corporation commissioner to succeed
Hugh H. Williams whose term of
office expires at the end of this

year.
The nomination

of Mr. Fergus-soa foregone conclusion for months, as ther has nev
er at any time been any real oppo
sition to his nomination, and
enough delegates were instructed
for him to make his nomination by
an overwhelming majority absolutely certain.
The nomination of Mr. Hill
came as a complete surprise and
as the result oi a procedure unpre-

has

Old Mexico

The supreme

n'

been

Mrs.

$400,000 Subscribed

Between the Battle
Lines of the

Federal and
Revolutionary

Are
Nominees

were elected nominees for representatives to the lower house of the
legislature. Both men are promiin

this county and their

elec-

tion is practically conceded at this
time, as they can and will do something while in session at the state

capital.
The delegates elected to the
state convention at Santa Fe, August 24, are: T. A. McAuliffe, T.
L. Kinney, Amador Montoya, C.
J. Cbainz, Santiago Ortiz, Jas. K.
Hunt, E. C. Crampton, Thos.

Mc-Brid- e,

Gable, Gibbon
George, T. H. O'Brien, John Majors.
That W. H. Andrews of Albuquerque will be nominated for the
congressional battle is now con-
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Appreciable Concert

Information was given out Wednesday that the necessary money
had been raised in Denver to construct the first unit of the Eagles
Nest Irrigation project, together
with the dam in the Cimarron Canon and the laterals and ditches
leading to the land to be irrigated and that plans and preparations
are practically complete to acquire
title to the land to come under the
first unit.
It is estimated that (400,000 will
construct the first unit of this
project under which 25,000 acres
will be placed and that additional
acreage can be put under the system by increasing the beightb of
tbe dam when the first .unit has
been disposed of.
Work on this project is to be
started this tall providing that the
transfer of the land is effected in
the immediate future, which it
will if tbe present plans
mature.
Tbe land under this project lies
adjacent to Cimarron within a radius of a few miles and means
much to the future prosperity of
tbe southern pait of Colfpx county.
Enough land will be 'put under the
first unit to furnish homes for
practically 300 families.
The land under the project is the
richest land in tbe southwest in
point of productivity and when irrigated and intelligently tilled will
yield big returns. The water supply is ample to irrigrte tbe number
of acres under tbe first unit, one
of the factors to be considered in
the west.

By Scout Band

Saturday Night
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The Land of
Broken Promises
By DANE COOLIDGE
The Texkaa,"

Author of The Fihtiim Fool," "Hidden Water,"

WE
It

ú a stirring story of the Mexican revolution in which this

portiayti of western character has painted vivid pictures of the
Mexico; the plight of
scenes of carnage in
American refugees in border towns; the wantonness of both
the Mexican federal and revolutionary troops, and in fact gives
a graphic and truthful description of present conditions and all
through the medium of a powerful story. Mixed with the
adventures uf two Americans is a passionate love story.
war-infest-

hair-raisi-

It h

The Boy Scout Concert Band
gave a public concert Saturday
evening across from the city park,
which was immensely appreciated
by a large number of auditors who
lined the streets. These public
concerts are given at different intervals for the benefit of the music
lovers who are ever alert to the opportunity of being entertained.
The organization hopes to give
a concert in the church in the not
far distant future to vhicb a nominal admission fee will be asked.

$12,000 Taken

Etc.

feel that we are indeed fortunate in
able to announce this truly remarkDeathbed In Ind. able
story for serial publication in this paper.

Lester Jackson, father ol Mrs.
j. W. Jerls ol this city, was accidentally killed at bis borne near
Lawienceburg, Ind., Friday morning. Mrs. Jerls and daughter departed Friday afternoon to attend
the funeral. Deceased is past 80
years of age and the news of his
sudden death was a severe shock
to all the relatives. How the accident occurred was not described

Skidmore-Tayl- or

Thos.

Mrs. J. W. Jerls
Called To Father s

Homes For 300 Families.

nent

J

Troops

sag

this district with 300 persons "of
school age, and while the 1914c
sus will not le completed in all its
finality until the latter part of this
msntb, it is thought that the number of person in school age will
not be materially decreased.

Tolbv Memorial church, Sunday
evening. Dr. Bassett resided for
ten year in Mexico and speaks
with authority on the subject be
had chosen. He staed that the
people in the rebellious nation art
not fit for self government and will
not be for manv years.
Dr. Bassett is a forceful lecturer
and was master of his subject at
all time's, and an appreciable audience was in attendance.

Across the Mexican Border

sB'
elaaay'

to Complete

First Unit of Gigantic Project;

message.
weeks wit!: her aged mother and
With every precinct in the county well represented either in perJerls will remain several other members of the family.
son or by proxy, the Republican
county convention was held in Raton, Saturday. J. R. Skidmoreof
Raton and G. R. Taylor of French

cedented in the history of pohticnl
conventions. At no time during
the campaign for nominations had
there been anv candidate for this
office with anything like a definite
strength.
Harmony and enthusiasm were
the dominant notes of the convention. Not a ripple of discord was
anywh-.-rupparent from the first
fall ol the gavel to the last. Not
the laintest sign of indifitrence or
languor could be detected in the
actions of the delegates.
The
name of Wilsou was always sufficient to bring out a wild burst of
cheering. The mention of Secretary Bryan evoked a demonstration hardly less spontaneous and
enthusiastic.

COLFAX

11

er. Appellants filed exception to
the court to the jury on various
grounds, the supreme court holding the instructions were proper
and the procedure correct.
The case was prosecuted last
fall at Clayton by District Attorney Remley at cl was one of the
hardest fought cases on the docket.
Under the law Garcia must serve
a term in the penal institution of
not more than 10 years.
in the

OF

Construct Project

n

Fergusson

NO. 33

Capital Raised To

'Mt-xi- i
in an opinion Monwill never have a stable
Un-ion government until the United States
day affirmed the verdict of the
county district court in the makes it so." So spoke Dr. Bascase of Cipriano Garcia, et als, sett, president of Spanish-AmericaCfrlUiie of Albuquerque, at the
convicted of voluntary manslaught-

er

1914.

KINGDOM

Dr. Bassett

Lower Opinion
Mr. and Mrs. Cormany to Celebrate

THE

TO

High Court

Celebrate Golden

AUGUST 20,

the Type of Story Every Reader Wilt Appreciate

From Trunk In
Cerro; No Arrests

N. M. Pioneer

Answers To
Last Call
Frank Olmstead, aged

60

years,

died at his home in this city Monday at 2:30 a. m., following an illness of four vears, paralysis, from
which be did not recover. He
leaves to mourn bis loss, a wife
and two sons in conjunction with a

large circle of acquaintancee.
Funeral services were held Tues
day morning at tbe borne of the deceased Rev. Salazar of Springer officiating, in wbicb he paid a touching tribute to tbe life of tbe deceased. Burial look place in the
Mountain View cemetery.
Deceased was born in Missouri,
coming to New Mexico about ao
years ago which has since been bis
home.
He has resided in this section many years being in tbe employ of tbe Continental Tie St Lumber company until about 4 years
ago when he was stricken with paralysis. He was highly respected
by all as a man among men.
He

The house of Tomas Martinez of
Cerro was burglarized Monday
night and twelve thousand dollars
taken from an old trunk in wbicb
Martinez
secreted his wealth.
There it no clue to tbe robber.
He has offered a reward of $500
for information leading to tbe arrests
rest nd conviction of tbe tbief.

in

peace.

Martinez bad faith only in the
Chas. Springer was s Raton
trunk and would uot resort to the
iness visitor Wednesday.
modern way oi doing business.

bus-

CIMARRON NEWS

FUNDS FOR STRANDED AMERICANS

TO GIVE

JEWS

ALL

RUSSIAN RIGHTS
EMPEROR'S

DECISION

AFFECTS

SUBJECTS ALL OVER
WORLD.

GERMANS

ROOT

RU8HE0 FORWARD AND
ALARM8 SPREAD AS CAPITAL
18 MOVED TO ANTWERP.

Carrying ths supplies aboard the cruiser Tennessee, to be taken to ttu
Insert la portrait of Capt

JAPAN ORDERS

of sisse proclaimed
Aug H
btH
loss heavily In
la Bulgaria.
yerman advanceFranch
over Belgium to the
border. Belgian capital moved to Antwerp, fearing rapture. London astounded by attack of one million Hermane
French continue advance Into Aleuce
Caar promises Jewe equal ULTIMATUM DEMANDS REMOVAL
Lorraine.
political rights with other cltlseite
OF GERMAN FORCES IN CHINA
Four Austrian warships destroyed ad-by
Turkey
Baa.
French In Adrlatie
BY AUGUST TWENTY-THIRD- .
Japan
vances toward Qroek border.
reassures United States Interests will
l.
nrntectnd
President Wilson's offer
of mediation acknowledged by Kaiser.
Italian troops mobilise along Auetrlan

GERMANS OUT

it Russlsn military operations in the

Held.

TO ABANDON KIAUCHAO

frontier.

Aug. It. Japan glvee (Jermany until
Aug. 11 to withdraw warahlps from
Klauchau. where
Orient and evacuate
Germany Is establishing eupply bases.
not
Japan demands that Germany, Japto the
later tha'i Kept. IS, deliver condition
or
anese authorities, without
consideration, the entire leaaed terri-of
a
view
with
tory of Klauchau.
China.
eventual restoration of same topart
of
Austrian fleet minea north
Adriatic Sea. Japaneae cruiser takes
on capacity load at Ban Francisco and
prepares to leave on eecrct mission.
German forces reported pushing forward through the valley of theMeuso
and extensive operations on resumee
Austrlana
frontier.
Fighting
bombardment of Belgrade.
resumed In upper Alaace between
and Altklrch. French claim to
have won signal victory in battle near
Druant. Washington officials regard
entry of Japan Into European conflict
gravest development elnce hostilities
began.
Austrian ambassador leaves
London for Plymouth on way to Vienna. Preeldent Wilson asks American
banking firma to refrain from promoting war loana to European powers.

RESTORE PORT AND CONTIGUOUS
TERRITORY TO CELESTIALS
UNCONDITIONALLY.

Tokio. Aug. 17. Japan sent an ultimatum to Germany Saturday night demanding the withdrawal of German
warships from the Orient and the evacuation f Kiauchau and giving Germany until Saturday, August 23, to
comply with the demand. Otherwise
the ultimatum states that Japan will
take action.
Japan demands that Germany, not
later than Sept 16, deliver to the Japaneae authorities, without condition or
Aug. It. French war office issues consideration, the entire leased terristatement, saying "the violation of the tory of Kiauchau, with a view to the
neutrality of Belgium haa extended the
Belgian and French linea to the fron- eventual restoration of the same to
tier of Holland. The next battle, China.
therefore, will be from Baael to MaasTreaty provides that whenever, by
tricht, with several mllllone of men on
each side."
Japan issuee statement
action, or any power imdeclaring that if she Is forced to tske attack or peace
of eastern Asia, and
up arms for Great Britain ehe will do perils the
eo with a clear coneclence
because of
her treaty obligations. Ths United either Great Britain or Japan Hhall be
haa notified the powers of Eu- involved In war on that account.
Slates
rope that It will regard as neutral all
ships chartered for the sole purpose of 'Great Britain and Japan shall Join
bringing back Americana, and haa forces and fight for the restoration
asked these powers for a declaration of peace.
on the subject. Official
announceAmerican government assured by
ment la made that Blamont, Clrey and
Avrlcourt were reoccupled after a Ba- Japan that Us interests will be safs-varian army corps waa driven out.
Husslnn troops destroy railroads and guarded, but United States officials
telegraph lines In Seat Pruaaia at regard ultimatum as one of the grav-es- t
eleven points between Schmallenlng-ke- n
on the frontier and Tllaltt.
developments in the war sit naAustrlana occupy city of Loanitsa, thirty-seve- n tion, as it brings the great military
milis from Belgrade. Recapture power
of Thann In Alsace by French la ofof the Far Bast
a range ot
ficially announced. General von Delm-llnt- conflict heretofore held Into
within Europa.
German communder. wounded in
battle.
Tbe general expectation here is that
tbe
ultimatum will be followed by
-Great Britain's ce
war. Takaakl Kato, the Japanese for
with information
'elgn minister, simultaneously with the
warships refused,
t
claims
entlrv
dispatch pf the ultimatum, conferred
ion was cut to pi
with George W. Guthrie, tho Ameri-:camender at St. Marl
ambassador, and made to him a
broad statement calculated to assure
the United States that American In-- '
terests In the Far Bast would be
and the Integrity of China
upheld.
The government also notified Count
von Rex, German ambassador to
rmlehea reported snd troops Japan, and likewise retarded the tima
limit for a reply until August 23.
'or blft battle near
Owing to doubts whether communiAug. IS. France defeata foes In
cations with Berlin were assured,
Hallns. Marsul and Mon Japan, in
order to Insure the arrival of
driving advance guard of
them. Great Britain la- - the ultimatum, forwarded It to Berlin
hy six channels. Including WashingAlsace-Lorrain-

BeJ-fo-

rt

r.

n

safe-guarde- d

l.i.-c-

Oer-iefor- e

ton, London and Stockholm.

Inspired utterances express regret
at the Inability to maintain neutrality,
but say that Great Britain the ally ot
Japan ) compelled to defend horself
against the aggressions of Germany.
It is pointed out that Germany Is mak-inpreparations day and night at
Klauchau. where It is storing provisions, while its war ships are scouring
tbe seas of Eastern Asia, to the great
detriment of commerce, and that Its
converted cruisers are seizing English
merchant vessels.
The statement in the Japanese ultimatum that Japan proposes to return
Tslng-Tuto China is regarded hope- folly by 'hiñes officials.
di- .us. It Is argued
Such a
reetly rah dated to disturb I
c.ice
.
of Eastern Asia, and. accord
Iter full and irank communica
Great Britain, Japan has fouu
compelled to send an ultimatum to
Germany.
As It is not considered likely that
Qermany will comply with the Japanese demands, preparations are pro-eroding for a campaign by forca ot
arms. The British regiments in China
have received Instructions to hold
themselves In readiness for tbe transg

Aag. It
at foes,

forts at
Austrlana

In

battle

near

lans quit Servia

tj

u

i

'

h

l
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Servian Capital Heavily Bombarded.
Nigh. Servia. Aug 17. Belgrade, tbe
Servian capital, was very heavily bom
baxded from 6 o'clock to 7 o'clock Saturday evening, when shells tell Into
tbe city at the rmte of 160 a minute,
and caused considerable damage. The
Servian artillery responded, and sue
ossdod in silencing the Austrian guns.
Tbe artillery duel was renewed again
early Sunday morning along the
whole front from Obrenovstt, on the
River Save, and also along the

The proclamation giving ths Jiws
unrestricted equality has been preceded by a proclamation In which Russian
Poland is guaranteed complete autonomy and tbe right to a large measure
of representative government.
These two political reforms an
nounced by tbe Emperor ara said to
have aroused a tremendous national
spirit. Dispatches say that great outbursts of enthusiasm have greeted the
news tbst the Czar is going to ths
front.
Huge parades have taken place in
a
St. Petersburg and In other large
of the empire.
French Sweep on to Alsace.
Parts, A Jg. 18. Bayonet to bayonet,
the French have grimly forced their
way across the passes of the Vosges
mountains Into middle Alsace.
When tbe French troops occupied
the town of Schirmeck, twelve kilometres beyond Saales In Alsace, they
took twelve field guns, twelve cala
guns, accordsons and eight rapid-firing to official dispatches. Ths French
cavalry then pushed on to Mulbach
and Lutzelhausen.
The official press bureau ot ths wax
office hss issued a statement saying
that French troops, in the course of
a rapid advance) along the valley of
the Schirmeck, hare a thousand prisoners. The scene of the figlfcmg of
the last few days in upper Alsaos,
the official announcement continues,
Bhows the great destructive effects of
the Ore ot the artillery. Trenches
abandoned by ths enemy are tilled
with dead and wounded.
Panic Reigns In Belgium.
London, Aug. 18. Fighting with tar
rifle fury, the advance guard of the
German cavalry has broken through
the Une of the allies In northern Bel
glum and Is battering Us way toward
Brussels. Panic reigns In the Belgian
capital and late yesterday the seat ol
government was hastily moved to
Antwerp, the northern port, and defensive measures rushed.
Correspondents describe the plaint
of Belgium as a veritable inferuo, a
scene of horror ten times that offered
by the field of Gettysburg. Thousands
of dead and dying choke every road
Nowhere hsvo the Germans halted
Reinforced constantly from the hosts
to the rear, they are sweeping toward
the French border. One detachment
of Uhlans Is declared to have got with
in ten miles of tbe line to the south
of Brussels.
A military train from the fortress
of Namur bound for Brussels- was
forced to detour because of a large
force of Gtrmans between the two
cities.
Uhlans last night were on the bor
ders of Waterloo. The Kaiser, the
crown prince and two other imperial
princes are reported to be en route to
the front. Last night Uie were at
the gseat fortress ot Mainz.
The Emperor's departure was made
the occasion of a great outburst of pa
trlotlsm in Berlin.
To the south of Namur and in the
vicinity of Dinant the Oermaus are reported successful after severe repulses
Sundsy in which the cssualtles were
frightful.
in the first attack, the Germans
from hastily thrown up field trenchea
ripped open tbe advancing columns ol
French, hurling them back shattered
and broken.
A limaseis dispatch, telling of the
battle, declares thst suddenly the
strains of the MsrselllalMo resounded
through the French ranks and with
splendid gallantry the soldiers of the
republic reformed and charged, carry-Inthe German worka by storm.
The Germans fell back for reinforce
meats and, with grim desperation, be
gan their advance again, smashing
A
i heir way through all resistance.
large part of the Germans last night
were beyond Dlnsnt and Neiuur and
marching to form a Juncture with the
victorious Uhlsns to the north.
Ths entire northern battle line has
advanced. Tbe rapidity of ths German
movement and Us apparent success
cams as a great shock In London.
A late Brussels dispatch ssys that
the tegailoue are going with the
clt-le-

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

I

port at ion
According

to Japanese figures the
German troops si Tslng-Tanumber
1,600
There are several hundred re
servists st the various treaty ports.
It Is not known where ths German
fleet has gone. It left port about tan
I days ago with coll lera
u

TO

GENERAL OBREOON PAYS TRIB
UTE OVER GRAVES OF MADERO AND PINO 3UAREZ.
Western Nswspsper t'nlon News Service.

News Service

Loudon. Aug. 18. A Paris dispatch
received in Ixmdon this morning declares authentic Information haa been
obtained that the Czar will at an eatly
late sign a proclamation granting to
tbe Jews In Russia full civil and po
litical rights, placing them on the sama
footing as the rest of his subjects,
l'liis Information has excited as muvn
attention here and is regarded fully as
important as the news from the Far
East telling of Japan's preparations to
enter the wsr. The dispatch also announces that the Crar is Asking arrangements to go to the front with his
troops and assume persons) command

ropa to relieve the distress of American tourists.
It. C. Decker, In command of the Tenneseea.

THE WAR DAY BY DAY

ii I'm

RULER HALTED
CHIEFS
ADVISE CARRANZA
POSTPONE ENTRY UNTIL
FEDERALS DISBAND.

e

-

Gives Bond snd Lease.
Douglas. Arl.--Upreliable information It Is learned that ths North
Tiger coins haa been bonded snd
leased by eastern capitalists, the
TIME FOR PAYMENT EXTENDED
same bslng owned by Dick Powers.
TO TWENTY YEARS.
This property is considered by thoss
familiar with U as being a second
Representative Taylor of Colorado Tigre, hsvtng many of ths charaotsr-igtic- s
Tails Salient Features of ths
of that now rich and famous
New Measure.
gold property. The bond, It is understood, has been given tor a period ot
Western Newspaper Unios News Servios.
five years, and also contains a stipulaWashington. The reclamation ex- tion that the bondholders shall erect
tension bill reached final passage In ta ths near future a
mUl.
Congress snd became a law. It wUl
Women.
Accommodats
to
Lower
Stiles
afford relief to settlers all over ths
London. The women ot Qodsmlnf
West who hnvo taken lands under irrigation projects of the government refused to discard narrow skirts, so
and who have been faced by the tie the borough council decided to lower
osssity, under the old law, of making the stiles for their accommodation.

THE RECLAMATION

FOES VILLA IS IN CHIHUAHUA

ARMY

Western Newspaper

MEXICO'S NEW

RILL

r
payments with the
limit
Twenty years wUl now be allowed
them In which to reimburse the gov-

on

ten-yea-

ernment

Allans Warned Against Drilling.

- Charges that a body ot
was being organised
in
Milwaukee and drilling In violation
neutrality
laws,
of the United States
were Investigated by James L. Bruff,
Investigation
of
of
chief
the bureau
Mr.
of the department of Justice.
Bruff declared that hs had received
information that reservists of half a
dozen nationalities were drilling la
numerous cities, but In all oases
when notified they were violating a
federal statute they hsd ceassd.
Chicago.-

--

Austrlana

Representative EM ward T. Taylor of
who Is a member of the
committee that considered the bill,
and who was In charge of Us passage
through the House, made the following analysis of the measure :
"The main feature of the bill is ths
extension of time within which settlers are required by lsw to repay the
government for the construction
banded.
charges of the reclamation projects.
The declaration of the Federal This time was ten years under tho World Peace Congress In Dsnvsr 1916.
troops at Guadelupe that they would old lsw. It haa been increased to
Denver.
To secure International
not abide by the peace terms proved twenty years. This chsnge wss neces- peace and universal harmony: for the
organization
of all the nations of earth
to have no backing. All the Consti sary because the projects very largely
tutionalist troops In the capital, how- overran the original estimates. Large against wsr and sacrifice, and for ths
nations Into
ever, were held under arms prepared numbérs of settlors under the present purpose ot pressing those
close union on the common ground
for any emergency.
projects would have loet their homos of justice, a confederation ot the naGen. Francisco VUla has returned If tbey had been compelled to repay tions of the globe has been proposed
to the city of Chihushua, but It is said the government in ten years, or in ten snd a conference of every tribe, comthat he and bis chlsfs wUl corns to equal payments; also nsw settlers munity and world power is urgsd to
the capital later.
would be very reluctant to come in bs held In Denver, Aug. 23, 1916.
It was reported that Pascual Or under the projects. Under this bill
REQUESTS AID FOR WOUNDED.
ozco, the once rebel leader who went the payments are not only extended to
over to the Federals, haa slipped twenty ycara, but no payment at all
Wilson Asks Funds for Red
through the Constitutional Unes with Is required for tho first five years President
Cross Nurses In European Wsr.
three compsnlons snd wss being pur after the project is oponed. ThereWashington. President Wilson, as
sued north of San Luis Potosí.
after the payments are graduated, be head of the American Red Cross, apThree mors Constitutionalist sot ing 2 per cent the first four years pealed to the American people to
titers were executed In the outskirts snd then 4 per cent the next two years contribute money for the relief of sick
Constant reports are being received and 6 per rent in tbe years following. and wounded soldiers, of the warring
from the United States by General
'A very beneficial feature of the ex European nations. The appeal was:
"To the people of the United
Carranza that recognition will follow tension bill over which there was a
States: Ths present wars in Burope
close on his entry and that prepara long,
fight, Is that no Interest are
to Impose on the Red
tions already are being made to with-dra- whatever is required to bs paid by the Cross certain
of the nations engaged a burthe American troops from Vera settlers upon any ot these payments. den which
demands the sympathy and
Crus.
There Is no other Instance In the his- aid of the world.
Already reconstruction plans are tory ot the country where from $100.
"Tbe American Red Cross Is earunder way, and It is expected that 000,000 to $150,000,000 of government nestly desirous of assisting Its sister
through freight and passenger traffic money Is allowed to be used by set societies In their endeavors to alleviw'U be resumed over the National rail tlers and not repaid until twenty ate distress and suffering among tho
way lines by way of Laredo and El years, with no interest charge running combatants, and therefore appeals for
funds to be expended impartially for
Paso within a fortnight.
on the loan. Of course we know that
wounded
Memorial services were held ovei this is not only absolutely fair, but ths reliefof of the sick andwar.
ths nations at
the graves of former President Maderc necessary. However, there was com- soldiers
purpose
for
this
mar
"Contributions
,
and former Vies President Pino
plaint from thoss who represented bs sent to the American Red Cross,
who were killed Feb. 23 in thi other portions of the United States. Washington, D. C, or to local treasrevolt which placed Victoriano Huerta They felt that it was entirely unrea- urers of the society in other cities. I
confidently hope that ths humanity
in the presidency.
sonable to grant that concession to us and
liberality of ths psopls of this
when the farmers generally were try- United States, so often
manifested In
ing
credit.
secure
to
rural
WAR WILL HELP U. 8. INDUSTRIES
the past, will causa them to respond
This law Is also made applicable to promptly and generously to this ap"
Label Should Bs future projects and there are consider peal."
able administrative details in the bill
corns Familiar Everywhere, Saya
for the purpose of systematizing ths
RI8E IN FOOD PRICES
Secretary Lane.
Washington.
Secretary Lane be work of the reclamation service.
The cultlvsUon requirements de Ordered Probed by President In Leslleves that tbe effect of the Europear
ter to Attorney General.
war will be a direct benefit to the manded of the settlers will be for only
Washington. President Wilson per
of the Irrigable area of their
American people, In making them real
sonally, hy letter, called the attenUon
lze to a greater extent ths value ot holdings within the first three full Irri of the attorney general to the general
f
of the ir
gation seasons, and
their national resources.
and apparently abnormal Inflation of
"It Is entirely possible," he declared rigable area within ths five full Irriga- food prices and asked ths Department
filing
of
following
the
seasons
tion
ot Justice to conduct an Investigation
"so to utilize these resources and ex
pand our Industries that the labs! the water right application. There is to ascertain corrective measures and
no
bill
in
the
provision
a
that
whether there is a conspiracy. The
'Made in America' will become fa also
President's letter was as follows:
miliar to our own and foreign mar Increase in the construction charges
by
"The rapid and unwarranted in
excepting
kets. Second only In importance to the will hereafter be made,
crease in tbe prices of foodstuff In
food supply," according to Secretar) the consent of a majority of the water this country upon the pretext of ths
Lane, "is the supply of the necessarv right applicants and entrymen affected conditions existing in Europe is so
mineral products to meet require by such increase. The water users serious and vital a matter that I take
ments. One of the first effects of the hsve been Insisting upon the provision
the liberty of calling your attenUon
war has been to make us realize tbi for years. The law also gives the en- to It.
withyears
"I would be very much obliged if
Interdependence of nations in the fooc trymen under projects two
supply. What we possibly have not sc in which to dispose ot their excess you would advise me It there Is under
the existing law any action which the
fully realized is that we are nearly ai farm unit
The only provision in the bill Department of Justice could take
dependent in essential mineral re
by way of investigation or lesources and that the interference witk which the West generally opposes is either
gal process and what federal leglslv
Underwood
as
the
manufacturing caused by interrnptiot what is known
tton. If any. would, in your judgment.
of the flow of Importation of many o amendment requiring the Department be Justifiable and warrantable In the
tbe necessary raw materials may b( of the Interior to annually submit to circumstances.
"I feel that this la a matter that
overcome almost wholly by develop Congress estimates and plans of Exwe cannot let pass by without trying
mi nt of neglected resources In out penditure on each of the various reclamation projects, and obtain a sped to serve the country. Certainly the
own country."
flc appropriation from Congress for country ought to be defended. If posBELIEVE MURDERER IS IN8ANE that purpose. That Is, to itemise the sible, against men who would taks
advantage ot such circumstances to
various expenditures and explain them
Negro, Wrecker of "Love Cottage,' to the appropriation committee and increase the price ot food snd ths difficulties of living."
Declares He Was Aotlng in
obtain a general appropriation bill, apportioning to each project a proper
Of all virtues magnanimity Is ths
Chicago. Julian Carlton, tbe negxc aha re of the money belonging to the rarest; there are 100 persons of msrit
servant who set fire to the bungalow reels ma l Ion fund. This provision waa for one who willinely acknowledges It
of Frank Lloyd Wright, a Chicago nr demanded in the House by practically In another. Ha-.ll-tt
rhitect, at Spring Qretrn, Wisconsin all ot the representatives from the
and then killed six members of the North, East and South, and by some
household with an axe as they rushed of these from the West, as necessary
Fully Accredited
from the burning building, Is believed from an economical standpoint, and to
If rem are looklne for s rest
to be Insane. With his wife he is in bring about a business-lik- e
handling
jrnod school for your eon or
dnuirhtcr lo attend, yo" "Ul
Jail at Dodgevllle, Wis. When pressed of the fund. It was insisted that It
do well to InrrsUirste The
for an explanation of Ms crime he was contrary to good government polliNl KM. BUSINESS COLLEGE
shouted,
'4D1 1Mb Street. DesTue,
icy to divert the entire receipts ot the
Oolo. Wrier today for esStlos
The two children of Maman Borth sale ot public lands Into the reclamawick, "soulmate" of Wright, who, with tion fund and allow the director of
their mother and two others, were the reclamation service freedom to apmurdered, were cremated here. Thelt portion tbe moneys as be sees fit
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
bodies were brought to Chicago by PJd Thst power, it was thought, should be
Cheney,
chll
of
father
the
H.
ward
in :r a it i vi i vrs AT i vivt it
taken away from the reclamation servSITY PARK i
dren. Maman Bortbwlck, who left nite ice and returned to Congress. TIM
r Liberal Arte
Wsr ron Academy
.l.
Wright
by
ney for Wright, was burled
reclamstion fund, however, was not
O redaste School
Summer School
near the scene of the murder. There changed in any manner. It still re
IN I 111;
DHPARTMfONTS
was no ceremony save that Wright mains intact, although there was a
or DBNVKRt HKART
School ol Coinaterce
Peste lsw School
dropped flowers from tbe woman's gar very strong effort made to divert pubDental School
Saturday Colisas
den onto the plain pine coffin. Wright lic land proceeds Into the general fed
The Resrlstratiss) Days few the
bungalow
would
Wall
the
bt
Semester Are Seat. 7 and 8.
announced that
eral treasury. Ths modification as to
Inquiries of any character will
restored in every line, as bis late con method of appropriation wUl affect the
be answsred in the first mail
sort loved it.
when addressed to
development of the West, because tho
I t I
i I1 1
Tita
int. Ualverolty
reclamation fund is set aside to re
Park. Celerada.
Alleged Wife Slaysr Takss Poison.
claim arid lands, and Congress wUl
Edward Godat annroorlate it for that purpose. The
Grand Junction.
Motorcycle Bsrgalne
who, it is charged, shot and killed hi. House of Representatives and ths Sen
Used and rebuilt rnoorcyries.
We
mast sell. Ouarsntredl
estranged wife at her home in Price ste will determine where the fund
hi civ! sublrct to Inspect ou.
Utah, waa captured at Wellington shall go. rather than the reclamation
duferent machines. Send ior
lis! and ratal.
Utah, and while en route to Pries service. No further moneys will be Isa ax.ii AuroOVOLS
Co.. 14th
Western lilatrlhatoie of Basel
swallowed a large quantity of poison expended on projects that are not
will
In
projects
new
no
and
practical,
Godat
de
and is not expected to live.
WALL
TENTS
nled shooting his wits, although b the future be started without tne
well, to os. . . tsjs
till ft.ft am).
j
n.,40
.
Sains
did not explain why hs was fleeing. He sent of Congress.
Will J it. wall. 10. n.
. 10. to
was dlscovsrsd on a freight train by a
17(119(1 (t. wall
"I think ths West Is a unit la beU.Hl
THI MOOU TUT AWNING CO.
braksman and recognized by hit lieving that this is ths best bill that
ArfepahneSt.. Iicuter. tisl.
maimed right arm. With the help ol can possibly be passed through this
Mexico City, Aug. 18.

Oeneral Car
ranza's entry again has been postponed
H has been tentatively fixed
for Thursday. It was decided by a
council of the chiefs of the Constitutionalists that tl would be advisable
for General Carranza to wait until ail
the Federals, or at least a majority
of them had been disarmed and dis-
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San Juan County Fair at
County 1'alr at Farming-Nup- t
(Juay County Fair at
Curry County Fnlr at Clo- Dona Ana County Fair at

Stock Growing

H. J. McGrath of Lordsburg. bought
Mrs. 8a rah C. Harper's ranche and

cattle, consideration,
Drastic action may

150.000.
dp taken by the
City Council to rid Sun in Fé of orne

RUSVA

GIWMANY

FRANCE.

REAL BATTLE CAPABILITIES
OF THE ARMIES OF EUROPE

of Its ancient, tottering building,.
The graduates of tha Tucumcarl
public school. are making good, according to Superintendent J. 8. Hofer.
The New Mexico state mllltla will
get 12,86l In the distribution of the
1,000,000 fund by tUa War Department.
The golf conree In Cloudcroft Is said
to be the most elevated In the world,
being located at an elevation of about
9,000 feet.
The creamery at Tucumcarl Is reported to have distributed $7,000 the
past month to farmers of Quay county
for butter fat.
The Socialista are first in the field
They
with a ticket in New Mexico.
nominated W. P. Metcalf of Albuquerque, for Congress.
The paved area of Koswell was
greatly expanded bv the action ol the
City Council following the submission
of proper petitions.
On the Overlook mine at Kingston,
work is progressing with night and
dnv shifts and good ore is being extracted and shipped.
The refugees at Fort Wlngate gave
an entertainment in honor of General
Miguel Hlldalgo y Castilla, father of
Independence In Mexico.
Record vlelds of grain are, expected
on the Maxwell tract this year, the
crops having fortunately escaped injury by tbe recent rains.
Douglas, of
Mrs. Blanche
Raton, died at the Miners' hospital
from Injuries alleged lo have been
Inflicted upon her by her husband.
boy
Charles Moss, sixteen-year-olof Hurley, bad a leg cut off at Silver
City while trying to board an empty
ore train on its way to Santa Rita.
state convention
The Democratic
was held at Santa Fé. A majority of

"Do you know that the contending ers having a caliber of 7.8 millimearmies lu Europa today are battling ters. Assuming the same propulsive
pon their peace time footing!?" asked charge, the German gun will carry fura colonel on the general staff, of the ther and travel flatter than the French
weapon, making for better marksmanUnited States army. "And don't forget that the nation lhat gets its tight-luship at all ranges.
Again, the French rifle is heavier
force up to its full war strength
first will gain a material advantage hi than the German, increasing to that
extent the stress upon the man who
the present turmoil."
This meant that any hasty deduc- has to carry it on long marches. The
tions made unf,i the basis of f.ghts soldiers of both nations cany the
won and lost up to date may soon
same number of cartridges, 120. But
prove absolutely misleading.
the Having In weight in tbe Germau
The question then arise: Which of musket Is offset by other wolghts ha
the struggling armies can reach lta baa to carry. Fully equipped the
war strength soonest, and. with that French foot soldier has a total bur- the counties of the state instructed
their delegates for Congressman
attained, what are Its chances for den of 64.58 pounds, while the
Infantryman has to bear 58.75
maintaining that standing In the gruJ. K. M linde II, wbo has been superAs a broad proposition the
eling days to come? The answer Is pounds.
a matter of administrative efficiency average German is a sturdier man intendent of the experiment l'uriii at
first, and then follows naturally the than his French rival, and thla greater Tucumcarl for several year, resignad
to accept a similar position at Big
relative merit of the reserve material tax Is wisely laid upon him.
Springs. Tex.
upon which the nation can draw aa
French Equlpmsnt.
In tha French army each company
Two valuable work horses belonging
battle after battle and disease thin
the ranks of those in the field. At of Infgptry has the following portable to D. W. Garrett were shot. One died
Bight shovels, four pickaxes shortly thereafter, und the other, onlv
present the Germans are virtually tools:
fighting alone four other nations, but (double headed i, three axes, one fold- slightly injured, recovered. The shoottheir Initial setbacks are not pro parly ing saw and a pair of wire nippers. ing occurred near .a lie 20.
a true Index of what is to come in the The German foot soldier on the other
Ab an Inducement for a large attenhand does not get off so easily, be- dance of editors at their inhuul meetnear future.
cause each company baa to carry 100 ing at Albuquerque. Aug. 17. they were
Some Figures.
small spades, ten pickaxes and Uv
Aa It la necessary to deal with figpictured in tbe movies to be shown
ures it la Just as well to begin now hatchets. Now what does this mean? at tbe Sun Diego exposition.
aa later. Tbeae figures, interpreted In Simply tbat the kaiser's infantrymen
valley towns have
The
the light of additional information are able to entrench themselves quick taken upKstancla
in earnest the proposition of
cornea
meaning,
one
ar
rivals,
that
and for
than their French
have another
parties to make a thorough
that reason could hold an advanced po- Oklshoma
closer to the iacts Inspiring the agdevp well test of the underground flow
gressive policy assumed by the kai- sition more securely and guard them- and a substantial
fund has been put
ser In face of seemingly appalling selves against attack while there bel- up.
ter than the soldlern of the tricolor.
odds. According to authoritative In(in me and Fish Warden Trinldud C.
Now let us see what Russia repreformation the peace and the war footsents as a foes to Uermany on the Fa- de Baca has i..eived word from the
ing of the powers named are as folCuques Democratic county central committee
therland's northern border.
lows:
tlonably the czar's army is superior to ol Mora county thai lie has been apTotal. the kaiser's In mere point of num- pointed on the Democratic state cenPeac. War. Reserves.
,41)7,37
5.400.0U0
Huui ....771.1M 1,079.37
M,M 6,Mn,IW 5,844 JM
bers in peace, In war and in the total tral committee to succeed L. K
Qrrmaur M6.MÍ
700.740
J.2M.O00 3.960.740
France ...533.670
of Roy, who li.i resigned.
available reserves, and so far as per1,029,584
HW.&24 2.500.00
Austria ..143.353
l.frOc.OOU
871,4116
1,871. 4',
sonal brarsry goes the Kusatan soldier
311,904
Italy
Dina was taken to tistanrla
lV.fr
215,000
83.998
4..6
Elmluud
is unsurpassed. But buttles sre not und placed under the care of County
1,000.000
1.JK4.9SJ0
M4.300
...182.508
Japan
won , these daya by Just numbers; Physician Wlede Randera, having been
As between France and liermany
training and handling of the man are hurt while trying to board a fast movapart from the latter a superior war of supreme Importance.
ing train at Duran.
footing, the total of the fully trained
Broadly speaking, It Is doubtful ll
The uews of tbe great European
reserves In the Fatherland would be the Russian forces are any better
the most potent factor In a prolonged trained than they were when they onlilcl has alarmed a number of
struggle and also the justification for measured strength with the Japanese Welshmen In Klo Arriba county and
a vigorous Initiative despite early in 1904-0The Infantry are armed Deputy Clerk Kdward I Safrord or
heavy losses. Both Germany and with magastne rifles of 7.62 millime- tbe Diet rift Court haa been busy for
Prance have In the last two years Inter caliber, and as marksmen they are some days getting out their petitions
creased the period of service from nothing like tbe equals of the Oer for naturalisation
two to three years. In Franc this mans.
"We are already flHng our adver-isiulengthening of the term with the colguus for the state convention
How They Compara.
ors aroused a great deal of opposition,
Russia is measurably superior to if the New Mexico Educational
not to say discontent.
which opens Nov. 21 at Mini
Germany in the matter of Infantry,
Immediately back of these soldiers cavalry and artillery In the form o( juerque. said Prei Ident C. C. Hill of
ara tba first reserves, man who but field guns, and Germany, In turn, leads 'haves county, who was at the capl
recently have finished their full tours France In tha vital feature of artillery. tol attending the conference on
of active service and of course ara Artillery has played a prima part In
familiar with the latest practices. Now all great wars, and the popular Idea
The Zuni boarding school report has
tier
Is that It Is upon these guns that the mu o
look at tbe foregoing figures,
received at the Department of
peace footing la only 29,895
many
tide of battle turns. In a measure thin
This school Is lomen stronger than that of France, but Is so, for I be Held pieces have to pro- 'ublie Instruction
ut ed at Blarkrock. with R. J. Baunian
arms
with
to
moderInfantry;
this
support
but
upon the first call
tbe
tect or
ll Is a government
ui"'i
ate suparortty immediately Jumps to. this done, tha decisive outcome of an ndtan
school, buildings and ground
the greater figure of 144.203, giving the action depends upon the conduct and h ,ug valued at $111,228. There were
kaiser an advantage of nearly 21 per gallantry of tbe foot soldier, for ht I boys and :! girls during the past
But this Is only the beginning constitutes the backbone of any mill
cent.
ear with an Storage dally attendance
tary force.
of tbe difference.
if 1)0.
history,
French
of
tba
As a matter
Germany's total reserve of fully
The United State at St ut Fé riled
trained reserves men trained with have led lu field ordnance ever slue iu!t
agulnst Clara D True, the Bunk
war. Tha French
peculiar thoroughness Is today quite tha Franco-Prussiaa corporation,
ware the first to adopt the long recoil it. Surely Comprny.
1,000,000, wnile tbe admittedly less
ind the Maryland Casualty Company,
hlgbei
to
use
possible
made
which
it
of
reserves
France
drilled
lung judgment In the sum of Si.imo
number but ;i. 250,000 rank and file. propulsion charges and to secure bat illegiug that Miss True, while a
target,
and
against
the
practica
aaan,
Fatar
the
Here, as can plainly be
agent in
Indian service,
therland leads by 1.750,000 two and a to them, too, Is owed tha introduction ailed to turn over the
certain moneys sihalf times the war rooting of Franca, of the spade upon the trail by wblek eged to be due the government.
while still having In reserve as many tha recoil of the carriage could b
checked, thua making It possible foi
aa Franca would have at boat.
IX pi
Setting aside the question of the tba gun pointer to hold his position
Tc
rapidly.
deliberately
and
to
training
and
fire
relative military value of the
tha French, also, tha world Is Indebted
of tha German and the French
for tbe higher development of th
those of France carry a maga-slnrifle of eight mlllimlters caliber shrapnel shell with Us withering blast
and the German , Infantry men repeat- - of leaden bullets.
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Albuquerque.
For the Mrst time In
years of It
the thirty-foubltory
every one of the twentv six counties
of New Mexico will be represented at
tba coming state fair in October with
a county or community exhibit. Thom-ii- s
F Blnkert, secretary of the state
Fair 'urn mission, announced that he
bad received space reservation from
every one of the counties, either for
a comprehensiva county
display, or
from one of the larger communities,
which will amount to a county representation The
record ever made
heretofore was In 1908 when the tata
fair whs held in connection with tha
Nationm irrigation Congress,
when

The Tailor Who Paid Too Muoh.
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Cruces
Oft.
14th Annual New Mexico
.Stat
Fair. Albuquerque..
Oct it. I.lve Htoo.k and Product Kx- poaltlon at Ro.well.
Nov
Maritime Slate Teacher'
Association at Albuquerque.

AUfttmA

r""

Betides Usual Amusement Program,
Illustrated Lecture on Farming and

t.

3

Points on
Advertising

EVERY COUNTY HAS RESERVED
SPACE FOR EXHIBITS.

PEOPLE

WAR FOOTING

i

NEW MEXICO'S BIG FAIR

STATE NEWS

TOTAL STRENGTH

NEWS.

I was buying
a cigar last weak
when a man dropped Into tbn shop
and after making a purchase told the
proprietor that be bad started a
clothes shop around the corner and
quoted him prices, with the aaauranen

best garments and terms.
After ha left the cigar man turned
to me and said:
"Enterprising fellow, tbat; hell gat
of

along "

bt

"But h wont," I replied,
and.
furthermore, I'll wager you that he
hain't the sort of clothe shop that
will enable him to."
"What made you think thatT
fourteen of the twenty-sicounties
queried tha man behind the counter
had exhibits.
"His theories are wrong," I exThe fair commission has arranged
a strong program of Illustrated lec- plained, "he's relying upon word of
turas to lie given Oct. 6, 7, 8 and
mouth publicity to build up hi busiand which will constitute an excellent ness and he can't Interview enough
short course In practical farming and individual
to compete with a mergrowing.
lock
Department heads chant, who has sense enough to say
from the State Agricultural College, the same thing he told you. to a
farm demonstrators of the Santa Fri thousand men, while he Is telling It to
and Roí k Island railroads and agricul- on. Besides, his method of advertural experts from Kansas. Coloradq. tising Is too expansive. Suppose he
MhBsonn and Iowa will take part in sees a hundred person
every day.
these lectures. In addition to some- First of all. he Is robbing his busithing more thou the usual uniusenient ness of Its necessary direction, and
progrnm the ialr commission is laying besides he Is spending too much to
emphasis on the educational feature reach every man he solicits."
The large demand for
of the fair
"I don't quite follow you."
exhlliii space which, according to Sec"We, as I he proprietor of a clot hes
retary lllnkert. amounts to more at shop his own time is so valuable that
this time than at the opening of any I am very conservative In my estiprevious fair, is accounted for by the mate when put the cost of his solicitspier, il
crop conditions throughout ing at five cents a
head
the state and the large cash prizes of"Now, If he were really able and
fered fur Individual exhibits, which
that he can
are Inducing many farmers to com- cleverto he would discover
talk
thousands of people at a tenth
pete.
of a cent per Individual. There is not
a newspaper Jn town the advertising
Against
Warns
Prairie Fires.
rate of which Is $1.00 per thousand
Santa Fé. The following notice has circulation, for a space big enough In
been issued by State Land Commiswhich to display what he said to you."
"Parties leasing
sioner K P. Brvlen:
"I never looked at It that way," said
state land should use every precau- the cigar man.
tion lo ineent prairie fires which are
It's only "the man who hasn't looked
likely to occur this fall and winter, at It that way" who
hesitates for an
owing lo the unusual growth of grass. Instant over the advisability and profitFire guards should be plowed and the
newspaper publicity.
grass hurned between such guards. ableness of
Newspaper advertising Is the cheapGrass growing in the center of roads est channel of commun'ration
ever
should he burned and destroyed, U
by man. A thousand letestablished
exgrass
orten make
roads free from
ters with one-cestamps will easily
cellent fire guards.'
cost fifteen dollars, and not one envelope In ten will be opened because
Boy Probably Fatally Injured.
tha very postage Is an Invitation to the
i
ron.
Cima
Crocker, of this
Earl
t
place, was run over by a benvy auto
If there were anything cheaper rest
Sun-dutruck while "Joy rldluK" with a
assured that the greatest merchants
('rocker was jump- In America would not spend individual
school class
ing on and ofr the machine when his sums ranging up to half a million doltoot got In the geura and- he was lars a year and over, upon this form
thrown under. Internal injuries ami of attracting trade.
likely cause bis
u c rushed leg will
death. The Dollar That Can't Be Spent.
Boy Accidentally Shoots Self; Dies.
Every dollar spent In advertising Is
Clayton. Walter i'eiubletou. eighteen, son of D. M. Peinbleton, u not only a seed dollar which produces
wealthy dairyman of tills city, acci- a profit for the merchant, but Is actudentally shot himself through the ally retained by him even after he haa
body wtttkj u shotgun while, examining paid It to the publisher.
Advertising creates a good will equal
the weapon. He died on a surgeon's
to the cost of the publicity.
operating table an hour later.
Advertising really costs nothing.
While It u
fund It does not use
State Treasurer Enjoined
tliem up. It helps the founder of a
Santa Fé. The state treasurer is business to grow rich and then keeps
enjoined from accepting the bid of his business alive after his death
Kelly and Kelly (or the stute highIt eliminates the personal equation.
way
bond Issue ol 8500,000 by au It perpetuates confidence In the store
opinion handed down by Judge B. C. and makes It possible for a merchant
Abbott in the Dlstrici Court.
to withdraw from business without
having the profit of the business
New Coal Mine Opened.
withdrawn from him. It cliangeb a
Kutun Oneu Nauta or .lobusou name to an institution an Institution
Mesa and W. U Pattou ol Ruton, have which will survive Its builder.
opened a seveu-loo- t
vein of coal on
It Is really an insurance policy which
their land above Vaukeu.
costs nothing pays a premium each
yeur Instead of calling for one and
European War Affects New Mexico. renders it possible to change the enI. as Vagas.
How the war in
tire personnel of a business without
affects even New Mexico is told disturbing its prosperity.
Advertising renders the business
Chiuo Copiei
in these few lines;
stronger than the man independent
Company has cut its force and producf
and reduced operations of bis presence it permanentlses systion
at tbe Hurley mill from seven (o live tems of merchandising, the track of
days pei week. The men thrown out which Is left for others to follow.
A business which is not advertised
of work at Banta Hita is SOU. Further,
Company at lrds-bur-g must rely upon the personality of Its
the Eighty-Fivbaa also shut down, lettlug out proprietor, and personality in business
20ii men.
The I'bclps Dodge people Is a decreasing factor. The public do
not want to know the man who osvn
have laid off fifty nu n of the const r in
mountains. the atore It isn't Interested In him,
tlnn force In the Burro
Others ara alfected. all owing to a but In his goods. When an unadver
curtailed detnaud lor copper and other Used business is sold it is only worth
as much as Its stock of goods and its
metals.
fixtures There 1 no good will to be
Calls for Aid to Rrd Cross.
paid for It do
not exist -- It has not
Santa Fe. Governor McDonald bus been created. The name over the door
Issued a proclaiiiHtlon embodying the mean nothing except to the limited
call sent out bv the American Red stream of people from the immediate
neighborhood, any of whom could tell
Cross, asking the people ol New Mex
Ico to con tit', ule as far us possible you mora about some store ten miles
gathered for the away which ha regularly delivered it
to the funds
re'li f of the thousands who will fall shop news to their homes.
It Is as shorWIghtad for a man to
victims to the great European war.
Contributions may be out direct to build a business which dies with his
death or ceases with his Inaction, as
the American Bed Cross al Washing
ion, or to the New Mexico treasurer. It Is unfair for him not to provide for
the continúanos of Its Income to hi
O. N. Marrón, at Albuquerque.
.

employed the sama materials for hi
work. The one drew your attention
and held It by the grace and elevar
and art manifested In hi display
The other realized o little of the possibilities In the materials placed at his
disposal that Unless some one called
'your attention to his mediocrities you
would hsve gone on unconaclous of

ne.

their existence
An advertiser must know that he
gets his results In accordance with the
skill exercised In preparing his verbal
displays. He must make people stop
and pause. HI copy ha to stand out.
He must not only make a show or
things that are attrncBvn to tht aye,
but are attractive to the peopje' needs
as well.
The
must not tnake
the mistake of thinking that the showiest stocks are the most Ratable. The
advertiser must not make the mistake
of thinking that the showiest word
are the moat clinching.
Window are too few In number to
be usad with Indiscretion Tbe good
merchant puts those goods back of hi
plate glass which nine people out of
ten will want, once they have een
them.
Tbe good advertiser tails about
goods which nine readers out of ten
will buy. If they can be convinced.
Newspaper spaee itself I only the
window, Just a the ihowcate Is but a
A
frame for merchandise pictures.
window on a crowded street. In tbe
best neighborhood, where prosperous
persons pass continually. Is more desirable than one In a cheap, sparsely
An advertisesettled neighborhood.
ment in a newspaper with tbe most
readers and the most prosperous ones,
possesses a great advantage over tbe
same copy In a medium circulating
among
persons who posses
lea
means. It would be foolish for a shop
to build Its windows In an alleyway
and Just as much so to put Its advertising Into newspapers which are dis"
tributed among
window-trimme-

"alley-dweller.-

1

waste-baske-

-

one-hal-

e

--

family.
Buna Menace Frijol Crop.
The beau lady beetle
Cimarron.
and other pests are wreaking huvoc
among the beaus und peas aud other
garden truck of this section und the
book worm, tbe cut worm, the army
worm and other devastators have been
put to shame by lh ravages accomp-

The Difference Between Amusing
and Convincing.
An advertiser
must realise that
there Is a vast difference between
amusing people aud convincing them.
It does not pay to be "smart" at the
s
Une rate of the average
I suppose that I could draw
paper.
the attention of everybody on the
street by painting half of my face red
I
and donning a suit of motley.
might have a sincere purpose In wishing to attract the crowd, but I would
be deluding myself If I mistook the
nature of their attention.
The new advertiser Is eepeclally
prone to misjudge between amusing
and convincing copy. A humoroús picture may catch the eye of every
reader, but It won't pay as well as
an Illustration of some piece of merchandise whirh will strike the eye of
every buyer. Merchants secure varying results from the same advertising
space. The publisher delivers to each
the same quality of readers, but tbe
advertiser who plants flippancy in the
minds of the community won't attain
the benefit that la secured by the
merchant who imprints clinching arguments there.
Always remember that the advertí-tnsection of newipaper are no different than farming lands. And It Is
as preposterous to hold the publisher
responsible for the outcome of unintelligent copy as it would be unjust to
blame the soil for bad seed and poor
cull are. Every advertiser get exactly
the same number of reader from a
publisher and the same reader after
that If up to him the results fluctuate In accordance with the intelligence
and the pulling power of the copy
which la Inserted.
first-clas-

g

Cotton Staple Cloth Material.
The world's production of raw silk
Increases little. If at all. Japan shows
a considerable gain, which Is offset by
countries.
losses in other
The world's wool clip Is stationary or
declining. The festive goat of angora
persuasion is multiplying his offspring
and his fleeceB. but It will be many a
day before mohair takes a leading position In the textile trade.
Meantime
the population of the
world Is Increasing, and tha average
Individual use more clothing than
ever before.

This condition throws a heavy and
Increasing burden on cotton, which
more and more is becoming the staple
clothing material. Our southern planters are ready to bear this burden for
not a
a consideration but It I
healthy state of affair for the world
at large. Viewing tha situation broadly,
one can understand why any experiment which promises a new cloth making material 1 followed with such
eager Interest by scientists, manufacChicago
turers and governments.
Journal.
Most Disheartening.
Stewart Edward White tells of his
greatest disappointment It happened
when he was five year old.
"I understood that those who main
aincd perfect deportment In school
during the week would be given tbelr
choice of sweetmeats. I therefore behaved myself wltb extraordinary' propriety. When tbe time came and demanded my sweetmeat I found that It
wa my choice of a seatmate that had
been offered. I never quite forgave
tbat teacher, and shall always consider
the weak of godd conduct one lost out
1

The Perambulating Showcase.
The newspaper I a hug shop window, carried about the town and delivered regularly Into thousand of
home, to be oxamlned at tbe leisure
hop window I
of tha reader. Thi

of my life."

"She
of

description

You have oft
tba difference b
of two wlndow-- t

olea.

Perfectly Lovely Dm.
I
having a perfectly lovely

sot"
engaged to one of twin,
bey both call on her tupd she can't
"How

"She

I
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matter Sop tarn bar 3, 1010, at the postoSce
N. M.. nadar the act of March 3, 1879."
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SEA

AT VERA

CRUZ SPEEDS

ANOJEETS

INVISIBLE

FOE

Graphic Description of a Hurry-U- p
Eight Big Warships
Test
Maneuvered So as to Encirols Enemy for Crushing Broadsides New Signal System Evolved by Admiral Fletcher Is Tested.

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP

Just now the press of the country including the News
in receiving a book of excerpts, published by the "Municipal Ownership Publishing Co." of New York, describing
Vera Cms, Mexico
"Put out to
swinging a fleet or a squadron o
public utilities owned by corporations and municipalities. a and Intercept a hostile ftVet ap- eight
or even a division of four batfrom the east," was the sig- tleships Into action Is a feat which reThe gist of the book can be defined in 9hort by saying that proaching
nal that came to the New Jersey quires days of drills even by men
its object is to discourage municipal ownership of public from the flagship at eight enc morn- whose lives have
been a study and
practise of the science of warfare.
utilities, such as water systems, electric light and power ing, cays Junius H. Wood, In Chicago
battle-bl-

IFnsS

p
New. Instantly the big
was allre with action. Captain
Jayna, who had been chatting on the
quarter deck, hurried forward to the
bridge, the officer of the deck close

This week was to try out s new
scheme of tactics and signals evolved
by Rear Admiral Fletcher.
NO. 92
NO. 1
Naval battles of the future will be
between fleets. The old days wen
per quart $1.00
per quart ft. 25
per quar
ships locked masts and hammered
each other unUl one san'x or burned
.r its decks were swept clean, live
rhese inks arc a guaranteed product, it flows freely, does not gum
only In paintings. The engagements
and is made for a hiith and dry climate. "It's All Write."
between single ships will be
l.
The real battles of the sea
Globe-Wernic- ke
will be between fleets 16 to 00 hurlOffice
ing shell and deadly exploding fulmin-Ite- .
The Japanese knew how to maSecneuver by fleets and picked off the Desks,
Russian battleships one by one and
wiped out the czar's fleets.
Upifiles
tional Book Cases
The Third division ships, which
h
weigh 17,000 tons each
good
inarksmanshtp could put a shell In an
opposing ship six miles away, are becoming obsolete and are doomed to
retirement. The Second division ships
weigh about 18,000 tons each, and
might do as much damage at eight
miles. They will last a little longer.
Then, just arrived from the shipyards, are the New York and Texaa,
each of which weighs 27.000 tons and
can shoot farther.
Their days are
numbered, Just as surely as are those
of the New Jersey, which went Into
commission only six years ago.
There was a New York once before
now she Is rechrlstened the Sara,
toga and classified In the naval register as a third rater. In 1893, when
she sailed from the yards at PhiladelWarships tin Route to Sea.
phia, she was the pride or the Ameriat bis heels. A messenger ran beiow can navy. She had a siren, which
for the navigator. The bugles soundwas another novelty In those days
Up-to-da- te
ed assembly, officers hurried to that As she headed down the Delaware
bridge, and others below to the fires somebody
turned the steam Into the
and engine.
Merchandise in Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
siren.
Several hundred staid Quaker
The anchor chain, like a big black
Goods, Notions, Hats, Hillinery, Trunks, Furiron snake, was sucked slowly In by i
some invisible power.
A swirl of
niture, Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tinsand and mud showed where the giware,
Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationery.
ant teeth bad held the bottom of the
bay. On each of the "chains" at the
átetaT
AND
QUALITY
PRICES
GUARANTEED
aides two boys were heaving the leads
and shouting the soundings. Others
were frantically waving flags or hoisting long strings of pennants, signaling
Mail Orders Promptly Attended To
to nearby ships.
The big ship was
slowly ge'.tlng under way.
On the other ships of the Third division of the Atlantic fleet was similar activity. The flagship Virginia,
with Rear Admiral Beatty, steamed
out In the lead, with the Oeorgia, Nebraska and New Jersey following In
the column. After them came the Second division, under Rear Admiral
Bousch on the Louisiana, which was
J. W. Swearingen, Prop.
followed by the Michigan. New HampVermont.
shire and
Grimly and silently they moved out
to sea 160,000 tons of floating Iroh and
steel, eight delicately adjusted
Ice
of destruction, In a line more
than two' and a half miles long and
as straight as If they wore beads on a
string.
The order from the commander-in-chie- f
of
iMore
he
had come as .a surprise.
Area binder the boilers had been lit.
to
Reaand some order expected, but nothing
was curtain. It might be a welcome
order to go home or one to go to
Steersman on U. S. Warship.
an even more desolate port But It
was to go out and attack. That was
City horses ran away as the ear piercall
The fleet to be attacked might ing
sLrleks rent the air and half a
be the two Uny gunboats of the Mexpersons wore Injured.
She
hundred
y
navy
or
a
European
power's
ican
never
Injured
AVISO.
that many again, In her
,
Sailor-likeof dreadnaughts.
entire career as a battleship.
El traspasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
In a few months the present New en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
York will be outshone by the Nevada yaxa, pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o
i
and Oklahoma, weighing 27,600 tons
maeera seca n para cualesquieraotroe
each, and now building are the Pennsylvania and No 89 of HI, 400 Ions fin sin permiso; se prohibe est rictament
C aquellos que asi traspasarenseran prose-Every ton costs close to 11,000.
Fleet tactics bave kept pace with cutados al lleno de la ley.
the growth of battleships. Naval au- Por (Primado) WILLIAM FRENCH,
Carry a full line o(
la Compoaia de Reces lel W. S.
thorities say that the commander who
COKFINS ahd CASKETS
can "wind up" bis enemy's fleet get
It into the enter of hi
enclrcllug
battleships or overlap It so that his
TELEPHONE 20
broadsides can rake the others one YOUNG SKUNK ATTACKS BOY
Cimarron, N. M.
at a time will always win That
the American navy la maneuver- An Oklahoma Youth, Camping Out,
ing, having target praotlae, going
Had to Spend Night In a Creek
through drills whenever opportunity
After Animal Was Killed.

Dal It

plants, etc.

There are many reasons why the clippings in the book
are not copied by the press. One of them is, newspapers
have ceased to be charitable institutions and its space is
all it has for sale; hence the folly of free publicity for the
negative municipal ownership parties. The papers of today are vastly different than those of ten years ago. Another reason why the papers are not publishing this junk,
is that it is not a vital issue in the average community.
For instance, the News would make a rank failure in trying to disfranchise the local water comoanv. have the oeo- pie take over the system at this time or any other time, so
long as the service is satisfactory and the franchise is not
violated. The same must be said of municipally owned
plants.
The fact is that these expounders againt municipal
ownership are endeavoring to use the press as a medium
in which to flounder the minds of people against government ownership of public utilities. But that it a subject
by itself.
No conclusions can be drawn by judging on certain
communities where municipal ownership was a failure, any
more than that corporations are a failure because the Frisco lines were sold at receiver's sale. Each municipality
must khow for what it is adapted.
CAUSE OF WAR
We must look away back of the trivial issue between
Austria, Hungary, Servia, Germany and France for the
underlying cause of the terrific war which now threatens
to devastate the continent of Europe.
For five hundred years Russia has coveted the control
of the Bosphorous that connects the Black Sea with the
Mediterannean. Russia has lacked a free, open way to the
ocean. It has had open winter harbor from which to build
up maritime trade or a powerful navy.
To supply this lack, its statesman have long looked to
conquer and acquire the Turkish territory that controlled
this waterway to the open sea.
Backing this ambition of its statesman, the religious
tradition of the Russian people desired to restore to the
Greek church the city of Conseantine, its founder.
Constantinople has been desecrated by the unspeakable Turk since A. D. 1414. In the meantime the Greek
church has grown great and powerful in the North. Russia has tried many times to posses the two Turkeys which
bar the waters of the Bosphorus.
It has intrigued, conspired and carried on wars always
with covetous eyes on the Bosphorus and gorgeous
mosques and minarets of the ancient city of Constantine.
Each attempt was checked or defeated by the Turks
backed by at he jealousies of the powers of Europe. At any
time during the last 100 years Turkey would have been
easy prey for Russia, but rival nations feared the power
and advantage it would give her. So they have tethersd
the Bear, that it could not dare not crush its coveted victim. With that persistence that marks the Russian character, they have never for a moment abandoned their purpose and it now looks like they are about to attain their
end.
It is believed by many that the recent regicide and the
attitude of Servia toward Austria were the results of Russian intrigue and that the present positions on the war
chessboard of Europe were moved by the hidden hand of
Russian diplomacy.

With the present crisis in Europe the war news of
Mexico is given a position on the back page and when it
comes to being near "thirty" is fortunate in being taken
from he hook at all.
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Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,

Carbons and Typewriting Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

Cimarron Publishing Company
For Good,

Standard

M
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Matkin Supply

Company

Cimarron Transfer Co.

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and

Camping Parties
Four or
Taken
the Mountains inuAuto Truck at
sonable Rates.
Phone 56
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MATKIN

cor-ta-

SUPPLY COM'Y
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Undertakers

offers.

system
Fletcher's
which Is now being tried out prior to
being officially adopted by the navy
Is designed to reduce to a minimum
tbe number of signals necessary to
put a fleet through tbe evolution.
In
the smoke and excitement of battle
he fewer signals to watch and Interpret the better.
On top of each ship's mainmast Is a
bearings indicator, or flapper, a the
men call It two yellow equare boards
on opposite ends of a long slautlng
arm which swings on a pivot In its
center
Tbe indicator shows what
formation Is to be made. A signal Hag
tells how it Is to be made. When the
Rear-Admir-

Navigators' Chart Table
the squadron started and asked no
queatlons.
It was another day of a week's maEverything was to be
neuvering

Japan's ultimatum to Germany is like jumping onto a covers weighted with lead so
could be thrown overboard and
college athlete when an entire was given a drubbing.
President Wilson has befriended himself with the

and-wit-

Brushes, etc.,

fiock-master- s

Both Skidmore and Taylor are good men to represent
Colfax county in the next session of the legislature and it
can be expected of them to do things at the right time.
Consider them earnestly before the election in November.

Furniture and Supplies
Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved
and

--

One thing is practically certain and that is, the price
of wool is higher now than it ever has been. Whether it
is due to the removal of the tariff or not, western
are reaping a rich harvest. Gloria Democracy.

sumers since ordering the high price investigation.

liSaaafaakanBI

they
sunk
In cmae of defeat, were brought from
their biding placea to the bridge One
of the one pounders was loaded and a
man stationed at Its trigger reudy tot
a&r sudden signal

s
two yellow
on tbe flag
ship sre In' a straight line with each
other to the captain on tbe bridge
a following ship he la In correct poel
guide-board-

flagship,
arbor, stc

1 lie

we st

fOl')ud

Ui

lotuj ajül

Haskell, ok la John Reertnk, six
teen ears old. with his father, was
living In a tent while they were building ' baYn for a farmer living north
Une night, because It was
of town.
hot, John took his blanket and went
outside under a tree to sleep He
was awakened by something soft nosing about bis head lit- - struck at It
with his hand and an lustant later a
set of sharp teeth pierced his ear
Ills father was aroused by the yells
that followed and found a forge skunk
clinging to the boy's ear. He killed
the skunk. The blanket was burled
and John spent moat of the night
in an adjacent creek trying to wash
off the odor. Then he went to a doctor to have the ear dressed. The bite
of a skunk Is often very poisonous.
Will Adopt "Mashers' " Bill,
iston, Mass. The senate passed
nird reading the "masheri " bill,
h would uuulsb with six months'

acquainted.

NOTICE.
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture In
Colfax county, whether for the purpose of
huntiDK, tuning, pulling wild fruit, or cutting lire wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
the lull extent of the law.

(Signed)

WILLIAM I KKNCH.
Cattle Co.

for W. Is. Land

Let us print your butter wrappers. These wrappers are
made of vegetable parchment paper and are the only kind
that should be used around butter. They are recommended
by the U. S. government and are absolutely sanitary.
Printed butter wrappers give your product a much neater appearance and a greater demand.
Mail orders promptly attended to.
$2 for 500

4
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Cimarron Publishing Company

IMPRINT

OUR QUALITY

Phone 37

The Quality Shop

Rich Bros. Sell
Herd Of Cattle
To Walter Jones
Walter Jones of Wichita, Kas.,
closed a contract with Rich Bros.,
Friday, for a lart- number of catin October, at a
tle to be delivt-refancy price, which was not made
public. The firm of Jones Uros,
annually buys large numbers of
cattle in this section and ate reputed to be expert cattle buyers,
Kich Bros, are among the most
substantial cattle men in the county and know how to overcome the
many difficulties in securing the
highest price tor their high grade
stock.
-

es" a story with vim, starts in this
issue of the News. Read it, and
let everv member of your family
study it closely, then give it to the
neighbors to read. It is a really
great and interesting Ftory, in fact
the best that the author can produce. It tells things of Mexico
of much interest to the reading
public, especially at this time when
a new government is to be
Do not miss the opening chapters in this issue. Sample copies mailed on request.
inau-guarate-

INNOCENT LADS ARE WHIPPED

Portland, Ore. Although they are
Inclined to scout his story, detectives
held Tom Alexander, an
while they Investigate his hints of a
cache of $200,000 worth of loot,
stolen In a train robbery near
Ogden two years ago.
Alexander recently was paroled from
the state prison and told the officers
he would split the loot three ways,
provided they would secure the release of an unnamed convict at Salem
Officers believe Alexander has heard
prison gossip In regard to a "plant"
of some sort, and place little credence
in hie story.

Russian

y

,

Card of Thanks
MRS. ANTHONY

VISITS

PARIS

To all who extended sympathy
Indiana Woman In Frenoh Cspltal to
and k;ndness to us in our hour of
Show Parisians a Thing or Two
greatest bereavement, the loss ol
About American Style.
our precious wife and mother, and
Paris Muncle, Ind., was put on the
have greatly comforted us, we wish map when Mrs. C. H. Anthony, wife
to express our heartfelt thanks and of the lesdlng banker of that city,
sensation with
pray God's richest blessing upon created a
nation-wid-

each one.

Remley A Witness

Portland, Ore., Officers Told of Hiding
Place of $200,000 Stolen Treasure.

.

H. Walker and children.

e

her astonishing creations In gowns.
Shortly after her first sensational bow

In Disbarnnent
Case At Tucumcari
Judge Hemley returned Saturday from Tucumcari where he was
subpoenaed to appear as a witness THE SPRINGER DENTIST
in the disbarrment proceedings will be in Cimarron, August
against Attorneys C. H. Hittson 27,
28 and 29th, office at
and V. W. Moore, on the charge
The SWASTIKA Hotel.
ol unprofessional conduct.
Fe,
of
Santa
Ira L. Grintshaw

Dr. H. S. Murdoch

appointed by Attorney General
Clancy, will prepare the testimony
in brief form and present it to the
attorney, who in turn will go into
the disbarrment case more fully
aud present it to the supreme court
lor final action.
i The disbarrment charge was filed
against Hittson and Moore by At
toruey General Clancy some time
ago, and is a lengthy symposium,
in which the reasons for this action are set forth. The disbarrment proceedings aie attracting
much attention.

"The Land

of

Broken Protnis- -

After Vacation

of Ten

Ysars Schley'

Flagship Is One

t

Mors In

Commission.

armored
Philadelphia. The old
was the
which
cruiser Brooklyn,
flagship of Rear Admiral Schley at
the battle of Santiago, went Into cum
mission at the Philadelphia navy yard
after an Idleness of more than ten
years. The historic vessel has undergone a number of important cbauge
and has been completely remodeled
The Scotch boilers have been replaced
type, her engine
with the water-tubhave been overhauled and all the guns
have been remounted on modern elec
trlcahy controlled carriages.
The Brooklyn has been assigned to
the Atlantic reserve fleet, but later
will be seat to China to relieve her
sister ship, the Haratoja.

Father Permitted It Rather
Than Face Alternative
of Eviction.

8t. Petersburg. The Society for
Prevention of Cruelty to Children Is
demanding from the war office an Inquiry Into the wholesale whipping of
children at the Peter Paul Fortress,
ordered by General Oanlloff as punishment for the prank of some children.
Included In the military quarters of
the fortress are lodgings for married
officers and their
families.
Several of the
officers hsve children, and re
cently while the patrol was passing
across the fortress square, some of
the boys about twelve years old, children of enlisted men who were playing in the square at the Ume,
mimicked the march of the soldiers
and threw pebbles at them.
One soldier was bit in the back but
not In any way injured. Oeneral Dun
lloff learned of the Incident and at
once gave orders that all the families
should be cleared out of the military
quarters unless the father in each
case would consent to flog his sons.
Inquiry failed to Identify the boy who
threw the stone, and with one exception the fathers agreed to carry out
the orders to whfp their boys.
The one who refused was turned
out of his lodgings, while the army
surgeon on duty at the fortress was
sent to see thai each of the other boys
received as severe s whipping as his

and the copying of their methods
would save the preaent generation
from that ailment."
Speaking before the bureau of pedology. Or. Joaeph P. Cobb ot Cbloagc
aid that of two and a half million bable born In the United State each
year half a million die before they
are a year old. Of the deaths, he asserted, SO per cent are attributable to
diseases, and at leaat
gastro-lntestln-

Mrs. C. H. Anthony.
i

fashions, she set

so-

ciety agog with her lavish display of
diamonds embedded lo the heel of
bar slippers. Mrs. Anthony t now in
Paris, where she promises to aiartl
the Parisiana by sbowlug them something In real classy gowns and dresees
strictly American In design, style and
BIAS

Pro-Nat- al

Influence of Box Car Make
Quiet Life Unnatural to Mlt
of Cat Family.

Wltkeabarre, Pa. Born la a dot caí
In which It mother was imprisoned al
Akron, O., Blackle, an
kitten, now In the possession of Barnwell ft Becker, grocers of this city. Is
declared by experts to be a splendid
Influence. Taken
example ot
from the oar when It arrived at the.
elght-week-ol- d

20 per cent more have digestive disturbances as contributory factors.
"The agencies already aroused on
the subject of Infant feeding," said Dr.
t
Cobb, "only touch the borders ot hu- Pennsylvania station here with a
manity.
The great mass Is still deot potatoes, the kitten, though
pendent upon the lnatructlon ot physi- scarcely able to walk, mewed piteous-lcian and nurse and the mothers of
until one of the firm's drivers placed
the preceding generation. The great- It upon tne seat beside him and drove
est error of Infant feeding today la off to the barn, the moUon of to
lack ot attention and study given ma- wagon seemingly lulling it into quiet
ternal feeding by the physician di- and contented slumber.
rectly In charge of the baby."
When attempts were made to raise
the kitten, first in the store bams and
SUNDAY UP ON PIKE'S PEAK later In the cellar, it refused to eat,
and Edward French, a driver,
to drown it In the river. French
Noted
Evangelist Has
noticed that toe kitten quieted again
"Bet Time of Hie Life" on
when hla horse started on the trip,
Famoua Mountain.
that th
and became convlnoed
Colorado Spring, Cola Billy Sun strange circumstance surrounding th
day,
evangellat, Is not kitten's birth and arrival in toe city
aa he travels about toe country, al controlled Its conduct.'
Instead of driving to toe river, he
ways trying to knock the devil out ot
business, though most of the Ume h made his rounds for the day, feeding
the silent litUe companion on th
Is engaged in that herculean task
The photo shows Billy, who Is now os driver's seat and leaving It finally
for the night. The kitten
- asleep there
refuses to take to the ground, and
very day now French la to be seen
the city delivering groceries
about
physical condition would allow htm to
and carrying beside him always to
stand. Under the doctor's supervision
kitten Blackle.
the orders for flogging were then carInforried out, and according to the
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boea thea-- stared dumbly at he ordered a beefsteak, to ntaks up and my pardner Jeet come In from
man to
Omaha -- Hogs Heavy, $8.7
South
tus wind burned face and mattered tor several he had missed, and asked Mexico, over near ths Chihuahua Una, for in the Wast and as Bad led th now ail I want at a quiet
and lan two that land aa
09.10; light. $8.11508.90; pigs. $7 75
ta cook to fry It ram He waa Just and we don't hardly know what w way ajeros th eohofng lobby to a pair In
assnat taemeetvea
8,60; bulk of aalea, $8.70
of stuffed chairs a had a vague feel up ths lead. Hera, look at tais I"
He waa tall, and broad across the negotiating for a can of pears that had do want yet."
Stained-glasHa wwat down Into hla poekwt and
160 10.25;
Cattle Native ateera.
blue
caught hla ay when an old man came
aboulders. with
"Ye. I've noticed that pardner of Ing of being in church.
Western
cows and bolters. $6.00
brought oat a banks kin sank,
and a mop of light hair; and hs walked in and took the stool bealde him, pick- yours," remarked Henry Kruger dryly. window above the winding stairways which
ers, $6.00
steers, $6.508.75; Texai
ha handed ovar a piece f
oa his toss, stiff lagged, swaying from ing up the menu with trembling hand. "He's a grant talker. 1 waa listening tat In a soft light, and on
7.13;
7.8ft; cows aud heifers 1$ i5
worn quarts.
"Qtve me a cup of coffee," he aald to to you boys out on the street there, Ing pillars of marble ware
als hips Ilk a man oa hoi baca. The
calves, $8.5010.50.
(TO BOJ OOMTlMUgfOO
s
orickly-paraasfclars
an
of
aa
the
up
again as the waiter, "and" he gated at the bill baring nothing else to do much, and
.036.60;
Yearlings,
rumble of comment ros
Sheep
$7,55
.
being kinder on the lookout for a man, West From ths darkened bal
he racked past and then a cowboy of far carefully "and a roast-bee- f
wethers. $6.750 6.25; la
WeigMa
woman
down
Inohad
Varying
sean
la
8.60.
sandwich. No, Just the coffee!" be anyway, and It struck at I liked your above, hall
voice observed:
la
pound
they
agnanfl,
osuiously as
and la th
The German
"TO bat ye he's a cow punch r
corrected, and at that Bad gave aim a Un of talk bast"
Pries of Money
half a kilogram, or about
broad lobby below ween gathered
11k
big maa looked back
look. He was a small maa. ah abail y
"You're easy satisfied, then,"
7
oRlsen of the
mor
New York. Mercantile paper.
mockingly out of the oornar of has eye dressed and with scraggy whiskers, served Bud, with a grin. "I
There
and bis uoae waa vary ran.
wad waut un without a word.
a word hardlx."
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The Land of Broken Promises
DANE COOLIDGE
By

A Stirring Story of the
Mexican Revolution
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Backache Is a Warning
whan- Hfttnr al raTt glv fair w rr
WW anrttilng Is foil! wrong InnMe th
bod. Whan wi'n1 of klrlna
akna
by an achina back or diaoc4rd orlnstlon,
(it ths kldarrs prompt help anl rold
aeriou troubles.
KMn7 trouble Is a dsnjrerou thing, b
BUM th kldncr
r tk blood Blim. sod
kMnfje soon
the healthiest
tem, causing; rheumatic attacks, gravel,
drops and Bright'! disease.
Doan's Kidney Pill Is a moa reliable ktd
remedy.
are itenl sucoeaafnlly
nT
41 over the civilised world and pnblloly
by thousands oí gTatefol psopls.
A Colorado Case.
Vra J. Brnmlsr.

npt

wk

lon

at,
Tw.lfth
HI
OrHltr, Colo., tars:
"I bellav 1 would
b la my grave, ir It
weren't for Doan'ss
Kidney Pin
to oar
fall
tb awful 1 pala ta

MIGHT BE POSTPONED

AN EPITOME OF

Two Qoud
Matterof Fact Serelda'
Reasons for Haaltatlng About
Retting th Day.

LATE LIVE NEWS

The Blanks' maid of all work waa
practical young woman of about
twenty-seveyears One day when CONDENSED RECORD OP THE
her mistress was making some plans
PROGRESS OP EVENTS AT
for the future the mat r of fnni
HOME AND ABROAD.
Serelda said:
"I don't know, ma'am. It might bs
that won't be with you much longer,
an' then mebbe I will. I ain't sun FROM ALL SOURCES
1

yet"

Knowing that a young man had
called a good many times to see B
AVINUS, DOINQa, ACHIEVErelda, her mistress aald:
you
or
mar
thinking
getting
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
"Are
my back.
also bad
blinding spall
Mr
rled, Serelda?"
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
fast end limbs
Without the least ahow of embar
awallad Urrlbly aad
tba awaiting reached
rassment or enthusiasm Rerelda aald:
my blpa f waa In s
"Well, yea, to tell the truth, I am Watrn Nwpapar Union Newi TTta.
a rl t f al oondltlon.
Kldnay
Doaa's
but
again I don't know If I will. I've
Then
WE8TERN.
Pills brought m out
got a good place here with good pay,
alt rlsht. Ever elnne
algn
a
usefl
I
thm, I bar ba without
and he'a such a fool roebbe I'll stay
Three men were killed at DongalL
f dtsordarad kidneys"
111., when the wall of a burning buildon with you!"
Oat Doaa'a at Aar Star. 90 a Boa
ing fell on them.
Ferdinand Blesse left Denver for
Many a man falls to get there be
CO, BUFFALO. N.T.
New York, from where he will sail
rntixo ho nnc r etg.rtS.
for Hanover to take up arms for the
Kaiser.
V. H. Soller, paymaster of the 8t.
Louis Refrigerating and Cold Storage
Company, was shoj and killed by robASTORIA to a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drop
bers in St Louis.
and Soothing Syrups. It to pleasant.
It containa neither Opium,
An appeal to all of the nations of
Morphine nor other Narcotic substance. Its age to its guarantee. It
the world to send delegates to a peace
destroys Worms and allays FevarUhneea. For more than thirty years it
conference In Denver, Aug. 22, 1916,
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind
been Issued by James Brlsben
Colic, all Teething Trouble and Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach has
Walker.
and Bowels, assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natura sleep.
Edwin H. Cheney and Frank Lloyd
The Children's Panacea. - The Mother's Friend.
Wright, former close friends, esThe Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been in use for over
tranged by Wrights' elopmnnt with
SO years, has borne the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under
Cheney's wife, came together at
his personal supervision since its infancy. Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
Spring Oreen, Wis., to bury their dead.
are but Experimenta that
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-gootrifle with and endanger the health of Infants and
Virtually all operations In the Csar
Uhlldren Experience against Experiment,
and Holbrook shafts of the Copper
Genuine Caatorla always bean the signature of
Queen mining camps, were suspended
at Blsbee, Arts., when officials lasued
an order dlamisslng 400 men. This
In Demand.
WOULD MAKE A POLITICIAN was the second reduction since the
A Louisville man tells of an Incident
European war began, the first consistduring the sessions held in his city of Little Willie's Capacity for Sticking to ing of 500 men.
a Sunday school convention with deleOne Idea Sinoularly Like Way
When the business farmers of thirty
gates from all the states. In answer
of Rabid Partisan.
states
assemble in Fort Wells, Sept. 1
roll-cato the
of the states reports
for
the
annual convention of the Farmwere verbally given by the various
"The late Adlal B. 8tevenson," said
state chairmen. When Texas was a Republican leader of Bloomlngton, ers' Educational and
Union of America, it will be a "councalled a big man stepped Into the aisle "hadn't, after all much use for poli cil
war" that will have an importand in stentorian tones exclaimed: tics. He once explained to me why ant ofbearing
on the business interests
"We represent the Imperial state of this was.
United
of
the
States.
Texas. The first white woman born
"He said that party politicians beA plot bv leaders of the 4,000 Mexin Texas is still living she has now lieved their side to be always right.
a population of over three million." and the other side to be always wrong. ican refugees Interned at Fort Win-gatN. M to tunnel out ot the stockWhereupon a voice from the gallery Whatever the other side advocated. It
cried out In clarion tones: "Send that was hosslble and Infernal; whatever ade, where they are confined, was discovered, and as a result the guard
woman to Idaho we need her."
their own side advocated was holy.
has been Increased and extra precau"Ha said the partisan couldn't un tions have been taken to prevent any
ERUPTION OVER CHILD'S BODY derstand that you might arrive at the further efforts to escape.
the right thing by more ways than
Because of the unsettled condition
Route No. 3, Box 67, Little Falla. one and thus the partisan was like of the cotton market and fear of the
Minn. "Our little boy was taken sick the urchin wboae teacher said:
" 'Willie, what does six plus' four results of the war on the price of the
with a fever and after the fever he
staple, the Cannon chain of mills, lomake?"
over
broke out with a sore eruption all
cated at Concord, Albermarle and
"
'Eleven.'
his body. We could get nothing to
K anna polls, the Highland Park mills
" 'No. Try again.'
help him. The sores were large and
of Charlotte, N. C, and some ot the
" 'Twelve.'
red and bleeding. They started with
Qastonta mills, in all representing
" 'No.'
blisters as if he were burned and
about 3,600 spindles, are running but
" Thirteen.'
bleed
would
they
when they broke
" 'No, no, no. You're lust guessing. three days a week.
and they Itched so that he could not
The pursuit ot the five bandits who
sleep for some time. We had him all But why couldn't you have guessed
killed Joseph Shalcr, paymaster of the
six plus four makes ten?"
tied up with bandages and then we that
" 'Because it don't make ten,' said Qlen Alum Fuel Company, and his two
had to soak them off every day.
'Five and five makes ten I companions, apd stole the company
Willi.
Soap
of
Cutlcura
bought
cako
a
"We
payroll of $8,000, ended at Williamson,
that.' "
remember
and a box of Cutlcura Ointment
W. Va., when the mountain cave into
which' soon gave him relief. Now he
which the desperadoes had retreated
Unreasonable.
is as well ae can be for in three weeks
Ueorge Bernard Shaw Is one of the was dynamited and the men killed.
he was all healed by the Cutlcura
deaths of the bandits brought the
Soap and Ointment." (Signed) George few vegetarians who have remained The
to eleven.
fatalities
In
to
a
fatth,
true
recent
the
and
letter
1914.
Wolters, Jan. 29,
woman,
reproaching
a
to
for
her
her
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
WASHINGTON.
throughout the world. Sample of each tight against the aigrette when she
free, with 32-- Skin Book Address post- still ate meat, Mr. Shaw said:
Friends of President Wilson are
"The lack of logic prevails everycard "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
him to take a rest within the
where! We call the tiger a ferocious urging
next two weeks.
ravaging
would
and
beast,
what
but
Amazing Case.
pass
to
The
first steamship
"Is there anything special In the you ladies be called if, for example, through the I'unama ranal the Cristo
chop
a
voice?"
lamb
had
case?" asked the repcrter of the bank the
bal- - made the trip from the Atlantic
president whose cashier bad stolen
to the Pacific In eleven and a half
The Difference.
17.
A man whose Income Is $800 a year hours.
"Yes," mused the president, "you
The Uniied States government anmay say that we did not trust blm or over is entitled to be called a gentleman In England. A man who earns nounced itself as opposed to the floatImplicitly."
that much is entitled to be called s ing of loans in this country for the
benefit of the belligerent powers of
TOD gentleman in Anfertca.
It OWN DRDOOIST TCI LI- TI5I.I,Usu-rWeak.
are ilruiudy fur Hd. No
Europe.
Sol kiunua
buiamnit
sua
ranuluwd elrella:
Write for II.... of the Kya
Stringent regulation of the use ol
DISAPPEARED
.
Marín
Ke KeuitxJr Co.. Chicago.
titmallKie rm--Comfort,
opium and Us derivatives In this counCoffee Alls Vanish Before Postum.
try Is provided In a (louse bill passed
A Doubtful Statement.
"Ma, I would like to have a donkey.
It seems almost too good to bo by the Senate and designed to suppleDid anybody ever give you a donkey true, the way headache, nervousness, ment state legislation.
insomnia, and many other obscure
for a present?"
Substitution of vegetables tor meals
"Yes, child, your father did when he troubles vanish when coffee is dis- as much as possible Is the solution
missed and Postum used as the regu- proposed by Mrs. Champ Clark for the
married me."
lar table beverage.
problem of the high cost of living for
The reason Is clear. Coffee con- those of moderate and small means.
Don't be misled. Atk for Red Cross
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes. tains
a poisonous drug caffeine
England, Russia and France have
At all good (rocen. Adv.
which causes the trouble, but Postum intimated to the United States that
In
only
food
elements
the
coutalns
The wise wife Increases her hold on choice hard wheat with a little mo- they do not regard the recent application of censorship to the wireless ata
her husband by holding her tongue oc- lasses.
as necessarily requiring similar
tlons
casionally.
A Phlla. man grew enthusiastic and
on cable messages.
restrictions
wrote as follows:
battle of the Mexican
bloodiest
The
"Until 18 months ago I used coffee
regularly every day and suffered from revolution waa reported to the State
headache, bitter taste in my mouth, Department. Hear Admiral Howard
that one regiand liidigesUou; was gloomy and Irri- from Mazatlan reported charged
across
Cut out cathartics and purgatives. They are table, had variable or absent appetite, ment ot 1,000 Indians
mined and covbrutal, liaran, unnecessary. I rysaaw
loas of flesh, depressed in spirits, etc a field which had been
wire, facing concenCARTER'S LITTLE
"I attribute these things to coffee, ered with barbed
Federal artillery fire and shots
LIVER PILLS
because since I quit It and have drank trated
Otierrero,
At the
Purely vegetable. Act a4HMr.ARTFD
Postum I feel better than I had for from the gunboat
ganriy on me uvci asaaaaaaaaaaaSH W"
only twenty-twengagement
close
of
the
cold,
susceptible
years,
20
to
am loss
eliminate Dlie, tarn aaasevKeaeWl V ' Lt
Indians were unhurt. Six hunbjive-EaaaaBaS
have gained 20 lbs. and the symptoms
membrane of in
LT. . .
wore killed outright and 17S were
bowel. Car
have disappeared vanished before dred
aV ss 1
wounded.
Cemiipnua
Postum."
i
lllouana.
With l.Ouo forest (tro fighters bat
Bita Kcau- mJt
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
ask ae lalellea, aa aitueue lmw.
tliug In the national forests of Monto
Road
Mich
Creek.
Read
"The
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PUCK.
tana and not i hern Idaho 400 on a sinWellvllle," in pkgs.
gle tire line, fifty uncontrolled fires
Genuine must bear Signature
Postum comes la two forms:
Regular Postum must be wall burning, and weather conditions In
the Northwest from the plains to the
boiled. 16c and 26o packages.
Instant Postum la a soluble pow-de- Pacific more threatening than at any
time since the great fires of 1910, for
A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
LOSSES
SUm Y PREVENTED In
service officials in Washington
est
Df
cream
cup
with
of hot water and,
a
Siesta Pilla- Lo.
Kl A I K tarpriced,Ostler.
acknowledged that the situation was
freeh. retlabb; prWarml by
ULÜVñ
beverW atara nodaaai basauaa Ota wn-- and sugar, makes a delicious
grave.
ara etaar yasslaal tall. age Instantly.
leal
SOo and 60c tins. '
Thousands of Cuban ctgarmakers
cup
la
per
both
cost
kinds
ol
The
at.aaaa aklj BlaaUas Pilla AM
have been thrown out of work as a
na any 'aJaoUir. but Cuuars bsaL about the same.
otar II
f Cottar SfsSsata Ja Sos ta saw.
Tb saaailaill
result of the European, war, according
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
yssra of apeUIÍlof t
asslaa aaS arai
to advices received at Waahlngtou.
Bold by drosera.
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FOREIGN.

Americans

In Paris sre planning
a Rough Rldtr corps.

rgauilx

tKK-tor-

POSTEX-MnjIUR-

NEWS

t

JlflfansVttn- kJlÚhmansDrwk'

The Japanese of British Columbia
want to fight for the English cause
with the Csnadlan contingent.
The Prince of Wales relief fund for
the distressed families of British
soldiers and sailors Friday attained a
total of over $6.000,000.
Eight hundred Americana have left
Oenoa and other Italian ports, where
there am already 2,000 other Americans wsltlng to take passage for home.
The Italian government shows energy In t'ombatUng the various maneuver! adopted' by speculators who attempt to make money out of the present tragedy.
An American woman, Mrs. Ernest
Harms, was killed, and twelve persons
injured In a wreck on the Mexican
Central railroad between Torreón and
Chihuahua city.
Political circle
consider that the
neutrality of Denmark must be
at all coats. Otherwise the
economic distress Which already Is
acute will be accentuated.
The funeral of Dr. Roque Saent
Pena, late president of the republic,
at Buenos Ayres, was an Impressive
one. In the procession to the cemetery were 16,000 school children.
The tdtement in the Italian capital has become very acute since the
existence of the state of war between
England and France on the one side
on the other, was
and Austria-Hungardeclared.
One thousand Germans, troopers, officers and horses, piled In a mass,
have been burled In one huge pit on
the outskirts of Dlnst. All were victims of the slaughter at the bridges
main-talne-
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igorously good
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Thirst -- quenching

delicious.
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and refreshing.
'

The national beverage

yours.
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Demand tha giaaaiui by full naja
Nicknames
sacoufaga subabtutioo.

acroeH (he Meuse.
Henry Van Dycke, minister of The
Netherlands, has gone from The
COMPANY
THE COCA-COLHague to Rotterdam to arrange for
AdssSa, Ca.
the housing of the Americans who WKuif
?&
as an
bBBsSSb
have srrlved there from Oermany. He you
Allow
saaWBsfesfl
aw
also will arrange for their early transsi Cos Cola.
BT
aaaBawssssssssspa
portation to the United States.
The sailors, firemen and stewards
The Guarantee.
of the AtlanUc transport Une steamer WELL, HE MADE THEM LAUGH
William J. Burns, the famous deHlnnewaska, when about to leave London with 260 passengers for New Speaker at Banquet Intended to Be tective, was talking In New York
about the recent dropping of his nam
York, went on strike and demanded
Humorous, and Quite Unconfrom the honorary list of Police chiefs.
"danger" money on account of the
sciously He Was.
"It is easy," Mr. Burns said, "to
risk they were taking In crossing the
AUanttc.
The trouble was arranged
Henry returned from the dinner and read the significance of that action.
It relates to
and the boat sailed.
faced his expectant wife with a proud Its significance Is evil.
certain graft exposures on my part.
and smiling face.
SPORT.
"Yes, thank you, my dear," he said, Yes, Its significance is as evil as the
in answer to her anxious Inquiry. clothier's guarantee.
"A young fellow went to a clothier
latidlas; or Western Uiiar Ciaba.
Won. Lost. Pet "The dinner was most pleasant, and to buy a pair of flannel pants.
Clubs
.(14 my speech was the success of the
46
7S
Sioux i'ity
" 'The last pair I got here shrunk,'
psnvur
r.8J
50
70
7
BI
St. Josaplt
SSI evening."
said. 'I was caught In tho rain In
he
M ulnas
(0
6
,4t
"What did you say, darling?"
Da
7
(0
.4ST
them, and they shrunk something terLincoln
exI
"Oh,
well,
can't
remember
s
Omahik
(4
r.i
Do you guarantee that these
4
TopekB
71
But until I spoke rible
.406 actly, you know.
47
71
.111 all the speeches had fallen rather flat, woñ't shrink ?'
Wichita
" 'Young feller,' said the dealer, 1
I
Two German naval aviation officer so I thought would give them a little guarantee them up to the hilt. Why,
I succeeded, too!
I had
humor.
And
wre arrested and disarmed on the hardly said more
three
than six words when every fire boBe In New York but
Dutch Island of Schlermonnlk Oog, off
has squirted on them pants.' "
giggle
was
pleased
a
the
there
round
theroB8t of Frlesland, Holland.
I bad
Cheyenne was filled with rough rid- huge table. In a few minutes
Couldn't Corner Him.
all rolling about with laughter,
ers, ropers, cowgirls, tourists and oth themwhen
"Count," said the lady In the for-eiI sat down the apat
and
last
ers attracted by the eighteenth annual plause was
nobleman at the charity bazaar,
tremendous tremendous!"
Frontier Days' celebration, Aug. 18, 19,
you buy this rose. It Is only
"won't
Henry
At
removed
point
his
this
20 and 21.
overcoat.
$6."
Ilrllliant Individual play, coupled
"I am very sorry," said the count,
"I am glad your speech was such
with smooth and effective team work a success, dear," answered his wife, with a courtly bow, "but the price It a
wen the doubles championship In the dutifully. "But next time you have to leetle too high."
ladles' division of the city tennis tcrur- - speak In public would It not be better
The lady kissed the rose. "And now,
nament at the City park courts In to put a waistcoat under your dress-coa- t, count, wt'l you buy ItT"
S
Denver. Miss Addle Cronan and Misa
"No, madame," he said, with a still
especially when you wear a
Mae Meyer defeated Miss Nellie Daly dickey?"
deeper bow. Now se rose Is prtca
and Mian Eleanor Bulkley In straight
less."
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GENERAL:
i

Austria suspended all telegraphlo
relations with France, the French colonies, Servia anil Montenegro for both
lermlnal and transit traffic.
Special agents of the Department ot
Justice, working under the direction of
Assistant United State District Attorney Roger B Vood,.Urtd an.lnves-tiKatloof the causes for increased
pitees of foodstuffs in New York City.
Three Inquiries Into tho causes for
f
food prices were In progress
The first, by James H.
in Chicago.
Wllkerson, United State district attorney; the second by Maclay Hoyna,
mate's attorney, and tho third by
.lames H. ijiwii v chairman of the
council committee on markets.
Theodore Roosevelt before the Progressive state convention at Hartford,
discussed "The great caCoop
taclysm which has eil gulfed all Europe In war." If the Monroe doctrine
had not been steadfustly maintained,
lie said, the United States, In all probability, would have been drawn into
the present stVuggle.
The maximum sentence of from
twenty-fivto fifty yeare In Sing Sing
on Pasquale Ml lone,
was imposed
leader of the band that kidnapped
Frank I,ongo from his
homo on the Rast side in New York
uud held him captive tor forty-nindays. Francesco Malacuso,
another
member of the band, waa sentenced
to from twelve to twenty five years In
Sing Sing, while a third member, Vintenio Aceña, was given from twenty
i o thirty
years. Six more alleged
members of the band are In the Tombs
uwaltfoc trial.
Nearly $760,000 will be added to the
merchants' fund for the care and re
lief of Indigent and aged wholesale
merchants of Phlla Iphla. through
the death of Mrs. Ci teiiue Rlchard-son, reoontly at Atlar
Cltv. aged 93
years.
Germany has appealed to the Amern

war-tlm-

e

cilit-year-ol-

d

Eating.

"Metchnlkoff,
the Metchnikoff of
sour milk fame. Is soon to celebrate In
Paris," said a Paris correspondent on
furlough In New York, "his seventieth

birthday.
"Since his sixtieth birthday, when he

The Great Moving Picture.
Been to the movies?
Rocker Well, 1 looked st a map of
Europe.

Knlcker

Throw Away

regime, Metchnl-kotbegan his sour-milhas not aged. On the contrary, he your complexion troubles with your
no need of either
powder puff
has become rejuvenated.
"To the com in ittei that has .In when you use pure, harmless
charge the splendid honors of his
birthday celebration, Metchnlkoff gave
some advice on the benefits of frugal
eating the benefits of taking no alco- "The ALL DAY BEAUTY POWDER"
hol, very little meat, and an abundance
At all dealers or by mail )oc
of well cooked green vegetables. And
Wichita.
crystal
with
Zona
this
he ended his lectare
of wisdom:
" 'Oood eating makes more pessimists than bad luck.' "

0

Pomade

Kansas.

Co..

BROOM CORN

'
Ought to Feel Tired.
Don't you feel tired, Mr.

Bobble

nibble?
Oueat

No, Bobble.

Why

you

do

HAVE YOU ANY?
WRITE US.

Coyne Brothers
ST.,
110

ask?

CHICAGO

W. SOUTH WATER

'Cause pa said he met you
ANO
E. BURTON A88AYER
OMSMI8T
last night and you were carrying an HOWARD
Bp Imen prices : Oold. Sllrar, I.aa, ti OolsV
awful load.
Silver, Tic ; Oold.tOc ; Une or Copper, II. Mallín,
envelupeeand full price Hat esot on appllaattoa.
bllrar "blossom" Stick I'tua (purs all.ar) prUM
Makes ths laundress happy that's Red tlJO- - Ualll.Caio. Kai. Car bona Nat. Hank,
Cross Bag Bhie. Msks basntiful. clear
Bobble

white clothes.

Tunis
.l.i

i

la

All good grocers.

Adv.

reviving culUratlon of the

palm.

PATHITS33E83
W. N. U
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ican Bible Society for Bibles In

Oar-man-

,

Russian. French and Pollah for

use among the soldiers of those countries. Owing to war conditions, It la
utmost Impossible to purchase Scrip,
lures In Europa, and Individual contributions ara being urged.

"WINCHESTER
"Repeater" Smokeless Shells,
Smokeless powder "load."
If you want a good
Winchester Factory Loaded " Repeater " Shells will
surely suit you. They are loaded with the standard
brands of powder and shot, good wadding and with that
same care and precision which have made the Winchester "Leader" the most popular sod aatisfactery
e
shell upon the market. Some shooters Insist
that Winchester "Repeaters" sre better than other
makers' highest grade shells. A trial will tell the tale.
Don't forget the name : Winchester " Repeater,"
low-pric-

ed

high-grad-

THE YELLOW SHELL WITH THE CORRUGATED

HEAD.
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LOCAL AND PERSONAL
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Sprague is visiting! At the Model Grocery cream
in
Raton a few days. p r it., and buttermilk 5c a quart.
relatives

Mrs.
with
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Mr.

Murphy

passenger-t-
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E'town
the county seat
of

The party of Pbelps Dodge peo
pie who camped in the mountains
west ofbere several days, returned
to their homes Monday.

day.

:LitL .

Mrs. Lodge departed W
dav tor a two weeks visit wi

atives at Watrous.

Weber's Bakery

buy your bakery goods at Weber's
Restaurant and Bakery.

At the Antlers Hotel first class
beds 50c, and rooms for light
bouse peeping.

Bakers' Goods and
Confectioners

Swastika coal, the most heat for
your money, sold by J. W. Sweat

Detroit, Michigan.
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During the flood last Thursday
the precipitation amounted to one
and three fourths inches in less
Wild fruit is not so plentiful this than one hour. This is the heavyear as last as the hail early in the iest rainfall in this section which
season knocked off a great many has been recorded in years.
blossoms.

Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.

Bob McGee who has been assisting
at the Rocky Mountain station
Cbas. AnrVrson will start work
the last of the week on putting on the past few months was transthe brick veneering around the ferred to the Koehler station Sunday, to take up his duties as staAntlers Hotel.
tion agent.

do, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Beit Companies Represented.
Let The

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

W. Butler, wife and son who
Remember your friends and send
were the guests of L. R. Butler
them
post card views of the Cimarand family a few davs, departed
Canon.
Sold at the leading
ron
Mon
in
Trinidad,
for their home
Stores at 2 for 5 cents.
day.
A small bridge over the French
Lake intake was washed out last
Thursday afternoon during the
flood and the west bound train was
delayed about 5 hours unttl it was
partially repaired.
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Buggies- -

W. H. Tucker of Pueblo, ColoIf dissatisfied with your present
to business matters
of butter try Crystal Cream
brand
several days this
ery, to be had at the Cimarron
Meat Market, 35c per lb.

at

I
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Harness and Saddles

rado attended
in Cimarron
week.

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Torna-

i
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Mr. and Mts. Arthur Johnson
and daughter Ruth are expected to
soon from Ratón for a visit
C. R. van Houten was a busi- arrive
with the Cartwrigbt family before
ness visitor in this city from his
departing for their new home near
ranrh the first of the week.

Meals at all hours are served

x

X

David K. Cole was looking aft- - X
er his real estate interests in the Z
Moreno Valley the first of the X
we el

Trrf

Lumber asd Other Building Material

Hardware

I
Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants
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Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
ííancraAd afneandeieeni Oil JLanxp of ihe

Ifarid

H

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence.É
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

The News

you and
the community every week. What
are YOU, not the other fellow, doing tor it!
is working for

In the opinion of thoye whe .ire
in a position to know, the litiga
tion over the Methodist church
pioperty will not be tormtillv set
tled by the ttderal boaid on December 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Rulhrauff who are
spending some time in Tuscon,
y
Ariz., will arrive in Cirrlarron,
for a brief visit with Judge
Remley and family before returning to tbeir home in Chicago. Mrs.
Ruthrauff is a sister to the judge.
Sat-da-

Buried Treasure
Aladdin's lamp was the fabled key to unfold treasure buried underground.
Its owner, by a single rub, could summon
wealth of kings.

genii, and have access to the bidden

You, too, have buried treasure at your command, and

Electricity, more powerful

than mythical genii, to do your bidding.
Instead of rubbing a lamp, you take

off your

telephone receiver and immediately

a wealth of treasure is at your service.
A

tiny spark Hashes ovar the wires overhead and uuderground and carries the

That the price of cattle is on the
incline and that by next sprinR
steers will bring 120
per bead, is the opinion of the biggest cattle man tn the state, and
whose home is in this county.
It
is a foregone conclusion that with
the price of cattle advancing meat
will soar high above the reach of
the laborer with a familv, and it is
also certain that back yard fowl
will replenish the family tables.
two-year-o-

sound of your voice wherever you wisb.

Over three and a half million dollars lie buried under the streets of this mountain
region in cables, wires and oooduits, ready for your use every minute of the day
and night.

That the Moreno Valley is one
oue of the most productive valleys
in the state was again proven this
when Martin Buckovc came down
with a load of vegetables which be
sold around town Wednesday. He

The Mountain State Telephone and Telegraph Co.

bad onions, radishes, carrots, turnips, beets, peas, and a tew samples of aptids. The spuds are of
an early variety and exceedingly
large, and those who tried them
say thev are superior in quality
to any shipped in from other placMr. Buckovc purchased a
es.
mowing machine to put up bis bay
crop.

"The Corporation Different''

I

J. W. JERLS, Distributor g

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices

WAR!

Contrary to the public opinion of Cimarron
meats have not advanced in price over the
last year, as the following comparison of
1913 and 9 4 will show:
1

1

1913

Rib Boil, 15c
Flank Boil, iatfc
Shoulder Steak 16c
Round Steak, 20c
Sirloin Steak, 35c
Bone Steak, 30c
Pork Chops, aac
Lamb,
I

-

.10-35- 0

1914

i2c

Rib Boil,
Flank Boil, toe
Shoulder Steak, 16c
Round Steak, 20c
Sirloin Steak. 35c
Steak, 30c
Fork Chops, 35c
Lamb,
35c
15-2- 0

Don't forget that we are headquarters for
Fresh Fruits, Cantaloupes and Melons in
season. rish and Uyster season starts on
September
.
1

1

Cimarron Meat Market

